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The New York Times
Hijackers rammed jetliners into each of New
topYork’s
York's World Trade Center towers September 11, top
pling both in a hellish storm of ash, glass, smoke and
crashed into the
leaping victims, while a third jetliner crashe1
count,
Pentagon in Virginia. There is still no official
offi~1al count,
but President Bush said thousands had perished,
penshed, and
in the immediate aftermath the calamity was already
being ranked the worst and most audacious terror
attack in American history.
The attacks seemed carefully coordinated. The
hijacked planes were all en route to California, and
therefore gorged with fuel, and their departures were
minytes. The first,
spaced within an hour and 40 minutes.
American Airlines Flight 11, a Boeing
Boemg 767 out of
Boston for Los Angeles, crashed into the north tower
at 8:48 a.m. Eighteen minutes later, United Airlines
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week’s terrorist strikes in New York and
Last week's
Washington were met with shock and dismay in
the
Covenant
community.
Covenant’s
Covenant's
Emergency Management Response Team immeimme
diately met on September 11 to discuss the
impact this tragedy would have on the student
body, while news-watching students consoled
each other.
As reports of the terror attack came in
stuthroughout the morning, vice president of stu
dent affairs Barb Schreur called an unusual meet
meeting of the Emergency Management Response

Team. The committee met to develop a strategy
for the dispersion of information to the student
body and the offering of solace to grieving stu
students. The possibility of setting up a large screen
television in the Great Hall in order to provide
developing news was discussed, but was ultimate
ultimately rejected when
wken it was determined that students
had sufficient access to news media. The com
comstumittee also discussed methods of locating stu
dents who may have family in the attacked buildbuild
ings.
As a result of this meeting, the Tuesday small
group chapel was replaced by a short address by

Please see ''Reaction"
“Reaction ” on Page 2

Pain and prayer
A
o f the
A hijacked United Airlines plane slammed into the side of
World Trade Center’s
Center's north tower at 9:03 a.m. on September 11
huctdled on the chapel
(above left). Hours later, Covenant students huddled
lawn in prayer (above). Left photo courtesy of
o f the Associated Press;

above photo by Craig Bosma.
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"Disaster"from
“Disaster”from Page 1

Flight 175, also headed from Boston to Los Angeles, plowed
into the south tower.
Then an American Airlines Boeing 757 left
Washington's
Washington’s Dulles International Airport bound for Los
Angeles, but instead hit the western part of the Pentagon,
the military headquarters where 24,000 people work, at
9:40 a.m. Finally, United Airlines Flight 93, a Boeing 757
flying from Newark to San Francisco, crashed near
Pittsburgh, raising the possibility that its hijackers had failed
in whatever their mission was.
In all, 266 people perished in the four planes and sevsev
eral score more were known dead elsewhere. Numerous fire
firefighters, police officers and other rescue workers who
responded to the initial disaster in Lower Manhattan were
killed or injured when the buildings collapsed. Hundreds
were treated for cuts, broken bones, burns and smoke
inhalation.
By 8 p.m., police officer volunteers using dogs had
found four bodies in the smoldering, stories-high pile of
rubble where the towers had once stood and had taken them
to a makeshift morgue in the lobby of an office building at
Vesey and West Streets.
But the real carnage was concealed for now by the twisttwist
ed, smoking, ash-choked carcasses of the twin towers, in

"Rea~tion"from
“Reaction”from Page 1
President Brock, who told the students that
the World Trade Center and the Pentagon
had been attacked, and urged students to
stay together in groups, inside buildings if
possible. Brock described the events as "a
“a
day of infamy,"
infamy,” in an eerie echo of Franklin
Roosevelt's
Roosevelt’s speech following the 1941
Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor.
A crowd filled the chapel to capacity,
listening to Broc!~'s
Brock’s announcement in
stunned silence. Some students cried quiet
quietmembers' faces registered shock;
ly. Faculty members’
biology professor Tim Morris held his head
in his hand, apparently praying.
When Brock finished speaking, stustu
dents and faculty broke into groups to pray.
Some stayed in their chapel seats; others
huddled in circles on the lawn outside.
Amos Suttles, enlisted in the National
Guard Reserves, stood on the lawn with a
cell phone, waiting for a call from his comcom
manding officer.
As the prayer groups broke up, schedsched
ules were quickly rearranged. RUF canceled
its regular meeting to hold a special prayer
vigil that evening. The Wednesday chapel
was rescheduled because the anticipated
speaker, Robert Lawless, CEO of the
McCormick Company, was unable to get a
flight into Chattanooga. It was arranged for
the Rev. Joe Novenson to address the stustu
dent body instead.
Classes, however, continued on as
scheduled. The administration decided not
to cancel Tuesday classes for three reasons,
said Dr. Jeff Hall, vice president of academacadem
ic affairs. "We
“We assumed that the [terrorist
attacks] were probably over and were ready
to cancel class if they resumed,"
resumed,” said Dr.
Hall via e-mail. "We
“We believed that continu
continuing classes did not put students in danger of
violent acts as were feared on some campuscampus
es, and we wanted students to have some
contact with professors as they began to

which tens of thousands of people used to work on a weekweek
day. The collapse of the towers caused another World Trade
Center building to fall 10 hours later, and several other
buildings in the area were damaged or aflame.
"I
“I have a sense it's
it’s a horrendous number of lives lost,"
lost,”
said Mayor Rudolph W
W. Giuliani. "Right
“Right now we have to
focus on saving as many lives as possible.”
possible."
The Mayor warned that "the
“the numbers are going to be
very, very high."
high.”
He added that the medical examiner’s
examiner's office will be
ready "to
“to deal with thousands and thousands of bodies if
they have to.”
to."
Later in the week, as crews dug through the rubble in
intermintent rain, more than 4,000 people would be
declared missing.
Within an hour, the United States was on a war footing.
The military was put on the highest state of alert, National
Guard units were called out in Washington and New York
and two aircraft carriers were dispatched to New York har
harbor. President Bush remained aloft in Air Force One, folfol
lowing a secretive route and making only brief stopovers at
Air Force bases in Louisiana and Nebraska. His wife and
daughters were evacuated to a secure, unidentified location.
The White House, the Pentagon and the Capitol were evacevac
uated, except for the Situation Room in the White House
where Vice President Cheney remained in charge, giving the

eerie impression of a national capital virtually stripped of its
key institutions.
Nobody immediately claimed responsibility for the
attacks. But the scale and sophistication of the operation,
the extraordinary planning required for concerted hijackings
by terrorists who had to be familiar with modern jetliners,
and the history of major attacks on American targets in
recent years led many officials and experts to point to Osama
bin Laden, the Islamic militant believed to operate out of
Afghanistan. Afghanistan’s
Afghanistan's hard-line Taliban rulers rejected
such suggestions, but officials took that as a defensive meas
measure. By the end of the week, Bush had named bin Laden as
a chief suspect in the attacks.
President Bush, facing his first major crisis in office,
vowed that the United States would hunt down and punish
those responsible for the “evil,
"evil, despicable acts of terror”
terror"
which, he said, took thousands of American lives. He said
the United States would make no distinction between those
who carried out the hijackings and those who harbored and
supported them
"These
“These acts of mass murder were intended to frighten
our nation into chaos and retreat, but they have failed,"
failed,” a
somber president told the nation in an address from the
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process the events of the
day."
day.”
The Tuesday meet
meeting of history professor
Dr.
Paul
Morton’s
Morton's
America's Global Relations
Americas
Relatiom
in ·the
the 20th Century class
was devoted entirely to
discussion regarding the
attacks.
“We talked
"We
about the events in the
context of American for
foreign policy. It seemed to
be a natural fit for the
class," said a solemn
class,”
Morton. “A
"A lot of people
had questions trying to
process what was hap
happening.”
pening."
"It's
traumatic,"
“It’s very traumatic,”
said John David Bower,
resident director of
Maclellan Hall.
“It
"It
makes you think about * ,
,
More than
television Tuesday
mailroom.television
the future and what it More
than 50
50 Covenant students gather around the Carter Hall mailroom,
to
watch
Fox
coverage
of
News
o
f
the
Photo
by
Craig
Bosma.
terrorist
attacks.
:
· ,.
means.
It definitely 1:0 w a tch i"OX
seems like things are
upset. "
different.”
do? I find that tension troublesome as a
going to be different."
'Tm shocked, honestly,"
The reaction of the student body to the
“I’m
honestly,” said a bewil
bewil- Christian."
Christian.”
air strikes in Manhattan and Washington dered freshman Iwan Baamann.
"I thought we ~ere
“I
were done for...
ter
for... I felt terD.C. was one of anxiety and indignation.
Sophomore Class President, Ellis ribly insecure .when r'
I found out what haphap
Junior Rodney Collins stated emphatically, Chaplin, spoke for many students when he pened,”
pened," said Andrew Lawton. "I
“I felt that
'Tm
“I’m appalled that something like this could said, "Initial
“Initial surprise turned to total shock there had basically been a breach in the secu
secuhappen to our country and,
ana, quite frankly, when I realized that it was more than an
rity
of
the
States.”
United
States."
this inspires a feeling of doubt and fear attempt - more than just a bomb going off
In addition to fear, some members of
about the security of our country. We've
We’ve and perhaps killing a couple people. This
Covenant community were movetl
moved to
always pictured ourselves as an unbeat
unbeat- was potentially tens of thousands of people. the Covenantit’s plainly obvious that somesome
able
... superpower. It [has shaken] that founable...superpower.
foun This was more than anything I could ever ire. "II think it's
dation out from under me and I feel a little have imagined happening in terms of [a] ter
one’s butt needs to be kicked as a result [of]
ter- one's
bit scared about
about· that.”
that."
rorist attack.”
attack."
this World Trade Center attack. It's
It’s also
Collins was among the approximately
Megan Bryan affirmed the uncertainty obvious ,that
that it $h94ld
should be the Taliban’s,”
Taliban's," said
fifty students and faculty gathered in the of many, "As
“As a Christian I find -it
it hard to a visibly angered' Br;acj.
Brad Nqrris.
Norris.
mailroom on the morning of September 11, come down on either side [of the retaliation
For some the attacks caused them to
anxiously watching the story unfold on the debate] because part of me wants to go over examine what a Christia11
Christian response should
Sophomore John .Wykoff
. Wykoff reflected "I
“I
be_. S<?~ho_more
Fox News Network.
• and bomb the people that did this and have be.
thmk its important that each Christian
Junior Peter Gay expressed feelings of them feel what we feel. But at the same time think
profound disgust:
disgust: 'Tm
“I’m upset...I’m
upset ... I'm very · if more innocent people die what will that knows what to say when people ask where
in. all.
this."
God is in
all this.”
·,
Page 2
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Students awaited word from families
now?"
you doing to me now?”
Once she got a call from her
mother, letting her know that
“I spent the
Alicia McClard was sitting in her computer science class Melissa was unhurt, "I
sleeping,"
whole
afternoon
sleeping,”
she says.
says.
sisters life was in danger.
when she first realized that her sister's
Melissa McClard, while safe,
When a fellow student announced that hijacked planes
had been at the center of the storm
Yo rk City
had slammed into targets in New York
C ity and of terrorism. "The
“The plane went righ
rightt
D.. C., McClard's
McClard’s thoughts flew immediately past her office,”
Washington, D
office," Alicia McClard
to her sister Melissa, who works and lives less than a mile says. After the plane hit the
fro m the Pentagon.
from
wasn't allowed to
Pentagon, Melissa wasn’t
“I
class,” she recalls. "I
“I leave her building for hours, since
m y stuff and ran out of class,"
"I grabbed -my
unsafe.
the streets were considered unsafe.
her?"'
was like, 'Oh
‘Oh my gosh, what happened to her?’”
up," McClard
“shaken up,”
McClard, a freshman, was one of about twelve She was "shaken
says.
Covenant students who spent
John Cunnings says he wasn't
wasn’t
awaitthe morning anxiously await
really
worried about his father, a
fam
ing word from immediate famMarine Corp intelligence officer,
ily members working in or
airwhen he heard that a hijacked air
near the attacked buildings.
plane had hit the Pentagon. He was
Dozens of other students had
more worried about how his mom
danger, . or
family in less dire d.mger,
would react. It didn't
didn’t really hit him
had friends in the assaulted
hap- Both John Cunnings and Alicia
that something could have hap
Alicia.McClard had close family near the
dad until he had a
pened to his daa
cities.
“It’s by Pentagon on Tuesday morning. AP photo.
chance to ask his mom. "It's
Amazingly, none of those
through," he
God's
God’s grace he got through,”
twelve students lost family
the phone up so he could hear.
said.
members. But, like McClard,
^
Cunnings' father is working
As an intelligence officer, Cunnings’
Cunr~ings
John’s
they all found September 11
u n n in g s
John's father, who works on the opposite side of the many long hours. He was able to visit home the day fol
foldidn't know lowing the attacks, but has spent the rest of his time at the
Pentagon, felt the tremors from the plane but didn’t
an especially brutal day.
John's mom Pentagon. John said that his dad is “very
McClard didn’t
didn't find out that her sister was safe until what had caused them. He immediately called John’s
tired," which is
"very tired,”
midafternoon. :"{spent
“I spent most of the morning in front of to find out what was happening. Mrs. Cunnings, who was unusual for him. His dad has stayed so busy that John has
after mid.afternoon.
the TY,
TV, praying"
praying” for her sister and other students'
students’ family about to walk out the door to go to the grocery store, had not had a chance to talk to him since the attack.
TV and held
“Okay, God, what are not heard about the attacks. She turned on the TV
members. She remembers thinking, "Okay,
B
y A
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opson
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“Disaster”from Page 2
"Disaster"ftom
shordy after 8:30 p.m. on
Oval Office shortly
Tuesday.
Earlier, landing at Barksdale, Air Force
One was accompanied by fighter jets on
both wings, and surrounded on the ground
by Air Force personnel in full combat gear.
Mr. Bush returned to Washington at 7 p.m.
The repercussions of the attack swiftly
spread across the nation. Air traffic across
the United States was halted at least until
today and international flights were diverted
to Canada. Borders with Canada and
Mexico were closed. Most federal buildings
across the country were shut down. Major
rang
skyscrapers and a variety of other sites, ranging from Disney theme
parks to the Golden
theme/arks
Gate Bridge and Unite
United Nations headquarheadquar
ters in New York, were evacuated.
calamiBut it was in New York that the calami
ty achieved levels of horror and destruction
known only in war.
The largest city in the United States,
the financial capital of the world, was virtuvirtu
ally closed down. Transportation into
pubManhattan was halted, as was much of pub
lic transport within the city. Parts of Lower
Manhattan were without power. Major
stock exchanges closed. Primary elections for
mayor and other city offices were cancelled.
Thousands of workers, released from their
offices in Lower Manhattan but with no way
to get home except by foot, set off in vast
streams, down the avenues and across the
accom
bridges under a beautiful, clear sky, accompanied by the unceasing serenade of sirens.
ana nurses at hospitals
While doctors and

dam
across the city tended to hundreds of damaged people, a disquieting sense grew
throughout the day at other triage centers
and emergency rooms that there would,
actually, be less work: the morgues were
going to be busiest.
A sense of shock, grief and solidarity
spread rapidly through the city. There was
the expectation that friends and relatives
would be revealed among the victims.
Schools prepared to let students stay
overnight if they could not get home, or if it
emerged that there was no one to go home
to.
There was also the fear that it was not
over: stores reported a run on basic goods.
And there was the urge to help. Thousands
of New Yorkers lined up outside hospitals to
donate blood.
“I invite New Yorkers to join in prayer,"
prayer,”
"I
M . Egan as he
said Cardinal Edward M.
emerged from the emergency room of St.
Vincent’s in blu~
blue hospital garb. ''This
“This is a
Vincent's
tragedy that this great city can handle. I am
amazed at the goodness of our police and
people.”
hospitaldeople."
our firefighters and our hospital
creaked under the
All communications creake
load of the sudden emergency. Mobile
phones became all but useless, intercity lines
were clogged and major Internet servers
reported overloads.
The area around the World Trade
Center resembled a desert after a terrible
vehi
sandstorm. Parts of buildings, crushed vehicles and the shoes, purses, umbrellas and
baby carriages of those who fled lay covered
with thick, gray ash, through which weeping
people wandered in search of safety, each
with a story of pure horror.
Page 3

The twin pillars of the World Trade
landCenter were among the best known land
marks in New York, 110- floor unadorned
blocks that dominated any approach to
Manhattan. It is probable that renown, and
the thousands of people who normally work
there each weekday, that led Islamic mili
militants to target the towers for destruction
already in 1993, then by parking vans
loaded with explosives in the basement.
There is no way to know how many
people were at work shortly before 9 a.m.
when the first jetliners sliced into the north
tower, also known as 1 World Trade Center.
Center.
CNN and other television networks were
quick to focus their cameras on the disaster,
witnumbers, of viewers to wit
enabling untold numbers
ness the second jetliner as it banked into the
south tower 18 minutes later, blowing a
cloud of flame and debris out the other side.
Even more viewers were tuned in by
9:50 a.m. when the south tower suddenly
collapsvanished in swirling billows of ash, collaps
itself Then at 10:29 a.m. the
ing in on itself.
north tower followed. A choking grey cloud
billowed out, blocking out the bright sun
sunshine and chasing thousands of panicked
workers through the canyons of Lower
Manhattan. Plumes continued to rise high
over the city late into the night.
“The screaming
was just horrendous,”
horrendous,"
screaming-was
"The
recalled Carol Webster, an official of the
Nyack College Alliance Seminary who had
just emerged from the PATH trains when
"Every time there would
began. “Every
the carnage began.
be another explosion, people would start
again."
screaming and thronging again.”
The scenes of horror were indelible;

people who left from the broken towers,
people who fought for pay phones, people
white with soot and red with blood. “We
"We
saw people jumping from the tower as the
on," said Steve Baker, 27.
fire was going on,”
“The sky went black, all this stuff came onto
"The
us, we ran.”
ran. "
The timing was murderous for the
armada of rescue vehicles that gathered after
the planes crashed, and were caught under
the collapsing buildings. Many rescue work
workers were reported killed or injured, and the
anticipation that Building 77 would soon fol
follow led to a suspension of operations. The
firefighters union said that at least 200 of its
members had died.
In the evening, officials reported that
buildings 5 and 7 of the World Trade Center
had also collapsed, and buildings all around
the complex had their windows blown out.
The Rector Street subway station collapsed,
and the walkway at West Street was gone.
World leaders hastened to condemn the
attacks, including Palestinian leader Yasir
Arafat and Libya’s
Libya's Muammar al-Qhaddafy.
European leaders began quiet discus
discussions last night about how they might assist
the United States in striking back, and
Russia’s
Russia's president, Vladimir Putin, joined in
expressing support for a retaliatory strike.
But in the West Bank city of Nablus,
rejoicing Palestinians, who have been locked
in a bitter struggle with Israel for almost a
year, went into the
the streets to chant, “God
"God is
great!”
great!" and to distribute candies to celebrate
the attacks.
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299 new students fill Covenant
Large freshman class solves budget concerns, creates housing crunch
age GPA is 3.57.
These numbers, plus
the largest ever pool
News staff
of
Maclellan
Maclellan
applifinan Scholarship appli
After a year of concern about the finana~
cial impact of decreasing enrollment, . cants, indicate an
Covenant is attempting to cope with a more academically strong
pleasant challenge: the arrival of the largest group of students. In
school's history.
incoming
incoming·class in the school’s
addition to academic
~he new
strength,' · the
The Admissions Department is quick strength,
bring
to point out that the involvement of the students
entire Covenant community was crucial in increased diversity to
bringing all 299 new students to Covenant. the campu^
campu~ with
perc.ent of
While this same community now has to deal almost 10 percent
with the difficulties of a full campus, the them beit)g
considbeitjg consid
diver~k --.~
budget concerns that led to the push for ered diverse.
The large class
. more students have been more than met by
the higher than anticipated enrollment and comes as a relief after
which
the financial aid coming in on budget. The a year in which
administraresult is $700,000 more in the budget than school administra
tors feared a smaller
expected.
Accordingly, three positions in Physical enrollment would
Plant that were being held due to budget put serious strain on
col- the college, forcing
constraints have been released and the col
lege is hoping to fill them soon. , The the postponement of
President’s
President's Council has approved $420,000 some projects in the
of the surplus to use for salary and benefit Three Year Plan. As
recently as last fall,
pro- recendy
increases for faculty and staff. Several pro
posals have been submitted concerning the Board of Trustees
Dupree shakes hands with a parent while helping freshmen move into Carter Hall last
remaining money, but have not yet been chairman Bob Avis Corey .Dupree
fresh
called the need for month. The largest incoming class in Covenant history made for overwhelming crowds on freshapproved.
·
“a cricri man arrival day. Photo by Emily Clutcher; courtesy ooff the Tartan.
Asked how the Admissions Department more students "a
point."
managed to bring in such a large class, sis point.”
But the solving
Covenant Director of Admissions Bryan
Economic Development. When asked the large group of incoming students.
Pierce immediately responded that God has of that predicament has created new about the possibility of the Chalmers Center Christian Mind sections had nineteen or
for
Covenant’s
Student moving out to make room for students next twenty students each, but the Office of
Covenant's
blessed Covenant College. "We
“We didn’t
didn't do headaches
that much differently,”
differently," said Pierce. He did Development department. Barb Schreur, year, Schreur replied that it was her under
under- Records started the summer hoping to keep
credit a "campus-wide
“campus-wide effort”
effort" to increase associate dean of students, had the job of standing that the agreement with the the number down to fifteen or sixteen stu
stuenrollment as a large factor in bringing this housing all the incoming freshmen. She Chalmers Center had been for them to use
dents per section. According to Dr. Hall,
found room for them in two ways: by con
con- the facilities in Rymer Hall for two years,
many students to Covenant.
Dean of Faculty, the school is also looking at
role," said verting all of the commons areas in Carter this academic year being the second year.
“Everybody
"Everybody had to play a role,”
the possibility of hiring additional adjunct
Schreur
also
that
new
sys
sysa
mentioned
Pierce, “from
"from the servers in the dining hall to Hall into dorm rooms and filling suites in
mov- professors to teach core classes in the spring
Maclellan and Rymer Halls whose residents tem would need to be worked out for mov
the professors.”
professors."
ing students into the dorms on freshmen semester.
Pierce also made it clear that no admis
admis- had hoped to reserve an empty spot.
According to Schreur, colleges across
arrival
day. This year the system was over
overW
ith the dorms full to capacity, an
With
sions standards were lowered in an etfort
effort to
the country are experiencing a similar
whelmed,
with
cars
backing
up
on
obvious
to
look
for
room
is
die
second
Scenic
t;he
.cars
place
admit more students. The average SAT score
increase in enrollment, in what some are
of the incoming class is 1172 and the aver
aver- floor of Rymer Hall, which is currently Highway in front of Maclellan Hall.
calling
a "baby
“baby boomlet.”
boomlet."
occupied by the Chalmers Center for
Class sizes are also feeling the stress of
B y JJUSTIN
u s t i n JJOHNSON
oh n son
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Construction
onstruction needed, but where to build first?
C\
By N
a t OSBORN
O sb o r n
NAT
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N
e w s sstaff
ta ff w
r it e r
writer
News

College's serene halls will soon be filled with
Covenant Colleges
the raucous sound of construction —
- but what will be built
leadhas yet to be determined. School officials says the two lead
ing options are an expansion of Sanderson Hall, or a new
maintenance building, which would temporarily be utilized
for classrooms and offices.
Construction
Construct~on of a $1 million Sanderson addition was
originally scheduled to begin last May, but was halted by
President Brock in reaction to an anticipated student short
shortage. According to Brock, new classrooms were not deemed
necessary based on projected low enrollment numbers.
“[The fall enrollment] really took us by surprise. It was
"[The
much higher than we ever could have dreamed or asked.
When we started this year, we had absolutely no empty beds
whatsoever,” said Brock. "We
“We are scrambling now _to
to figure
whatsoever,"

do."
out what to do.”
At the center of the issue are the Rymer hall rooms now
occupied by the Chalmers Center. "[The
“[The center] has got to
come out of there [to accommodate students], I do know
that. But where [it will go] I don’t
know."
don't know.”
The original Sanderson addition plans placed a single
large wing on the slope facing Maclellan Hall. According to
Brock, this was unacceptable due to aesthetic considerations.
Many who viewed the design complained that it seemed to
“close off”
"It cut off all the vistas.
of campus. “It
off" the south end ofcampus.
"close
buildSo instead we put some on one end [of the existing build
ing] and some on the other end, and that brought the cost
up.”
up." The original Sanderson addition was to be funded by a
esti
donation of $750,000, but the design changes sent the estimate to one million dollars. “That
available,”
"That money is not available,"
said Brock.
The other contender for precious construction funds is
a maintenance building that was tucked away in the Master
Page4

Plan unveiled last fall. “There
"There has been some thought that
we could build the maintenance building, which is a cheap
cheaper building, and use it temporarily for classrooms and offices
until the new library is complete.”
complete." The new library would
then free up the present
p,resent Kresge library to be used for offices
and classrooms. ‘The
'The time between [the completion of the
new library] and now,”
“is when the real squeeze
now," said Brock, "is
~e~
is.”
IS.
mas
. According to Physical Plant Director Dale Lee, the master plan
elan committee will soon meet and give the green light
to either the Sanderson addition or the maintenance build
building. Although he nixed groundbreaking last spring, Brock
i11:g.
still expects completion this summer. “"We'd
W e d like to have it
ready by July. In all likelihood it will
wi!J probably be finished
“If we had started in the spring, we
August," Brock said. "If
in August,”
wouldn’t
pressure.”
wouldn't be under so much time pressure."
Added Brock, "We
“We absolutely have to begin construc
construction within 90 days, or we’ll
time."
we'll never finish in time.”
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Donaldson, Smisson battling deadly diseases
BY
B y NAT
N a t OSBORN
O sb o r n
News
N
e w s staff
s t a f f writer
w r it e r

Two Covenant professors have been recently diagnosed
with grave illnesses. Dr. Charles Donaldson was diagnosed
with malignant cancer on Aug. 1, and Pro£
Prof. Drake Smisson
discovered on the 31st of the same month that he had
Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS), more commonly
known as Lou Gherig'~
Gherig’s disease,.
Smisson, associate professor of modern languages,
began noticing symptoms in June while playing tennis with
other Covenant professors.
Smisson initially attributed his
poor on-the-court performance
to the natural aging·
aging process.
Most notably, he had difficulty
gripping the racquet, but he
soon discovered that a replacereplace
ment grip did not remedy the
situation.
Smisson expected this oddioddi
ty to recede naturally, and
Prof. Smisson
thought little ofa
of a peculiar tremtrem
bling
bling of his arms while yawning.
But a heavy sluggishness in his limbs in addition to the earear
lier symptoms convinced him that he should consult a docdoc
tor.
The increasingly s~le!Jln
solemn tone of the doctor's
doctor’s inquiries
1maybe this is more serious than I
led Smisson to conclude, '“maybe
imagined."
imagined.” Because Smisson had recently travelled to Latin
America, tropical diseases were naturally suspected. But
subsequent tests ruled out these diseases as well as brain and
spine tumors, leaving ALS as the chief suspect. After subsub
mitting to the electrical shock tests of a nuerologist on
August 27th, Smisson,
Smisson was diagnosed with ALS on the 31st.
ALS is a progressive disease of the nervous system which
affects 4~600
4,600 new Alnericans
Atnericans each year. The illness weakens
muscles and eventually prevents them from moving; howevhowev
er, the mind is not affected and remains alert. Nearly all
muscles are affected, including those in the diaphragm ?Jld
and
chest wall; the ultimate result is respiratory failure, usually
within 18 months to 5 years of diagnosis.
friends, Smisson
After breaking the news to family and friends,
revealed his diagnosis to dean of faculty Dr. Jeff Hall, and
Covenant president Dr.
“dismayed
pr. Frank Brock, who were "dismayed

I’ve never missed a day of class."
class.”
and supportive"
supportive” in their reactions. Ors.
Drs. Hall and Brock
Brock [at Covenant], I've
While casually mentioning these symptoms to his famfam
asked Smisson what he would like to do with his work here
at Covenant. Smisson reported that the symptoms are mild ily, his brother-in-law (who is a doctor) suggested that he
at this time and expressed a desire to continue teaching until might have tuberculosis. "I
“I thought it _was
was minor,"
minor,” said
“I felt silly going to see a doctor."
doctor.” It was not
posi- Donaldson, "I
he is no longer able to do so. Hall and Brock reacted posi
imme
tively to this decision, and left it to Smisson to decide when long before the doctor detected an enlarged liver and immehe is incapable of teaching normally. Apart from a shuffling diately subjected Donaldson to a CAT scan, which revealed
perof the feet and a decrease in the quality of his chalkboard lesions on his liver and lungs. A liver biopsy was quickly per
malig
penmanship, Smisson says his disease is largely unnoticable. formed, and it was determined that the lesions were malig"I
“I worked with Professor Smisson in the language lab nant.
In addition to this grave news, the doctors discovered
for two years,"
years,” said junior Peter Gay. "His
“His impressive comcom
mand of Spanish is only paralleled by his kindness. I pray that the lesions on the lungs and liver were secondary sites,
meaning that the worst of the cancer had yet to be found.
that the disease progresses slowly."
slowly.”
There is no known cause or cure for ALS, although Subsequent tests determined not only that the colon was the
progress is being made in research, most notably at primary site of cancer, but that it was very advanced.
"Because
“Because I've
I’ve always been healthy, this came as quite a
Vanderbilt University in Nashville. Although he is willing to
me” said a staid Donaldson. The oncologist he concon
discuss his illness, Smisson does not wish for this topic to . shock to me"
“your cancer is classified as
dominate all of his conversations with students and faculty. sulted bluntly told Donaldson, "your
can
Smisson requests that the Covenant community pray for · incurable, and the statistics are that of people with your canperhim and his family during this difficult time, especially for cer, half of them are dead in 18 months. In 5 years, 97 per
the arrangement of a second opinion and a possible place for cent of them are dead."
dead.”
"It
“It took a while for that to sink in, but believing in the
him in ALS clinical studies at Vanderbilt. "This
“This is a difficult
sovereignty of God as I do, I trust that I will accept whatev
whatevthing to go through, and it will'
will
er happens."
happens.” Donaldson has since endured four chemotherchemother
be made easier to know that
apy treatments, and is feeling "very
people are holding (my family
“very good."
good.” Once the treattreat
ment began, the symptoms largely subside&.
subsided. "I
“I still take the
and me) up in their prayers."
prayers.”
stairs." Donaldson chuckled, "“ I still refuse to use elevators;
Charles Donaldson's
stairs.”
Donaldson’s first
that would mean giving in to the soft American lifestyle."
lifestyle.”
symptom came while talking to
"I
a telemarketer. "I
“I was thinking that, in as good health as I thought I
“I felt my cheek
was in, I could probably teach until I was 70 or beyond,”
beyond," he
become hot, and it wasn’t
wasn't just a
said. "With
reaction to the telemarketer. I
“With this news, I've
I’ve given a bit of thought, but not
much, as to whether I need to stop teaching earlier. Because
began feeling worse and worse,"
worse,”
of the uncertainties of chemotherapy and its side affects, I
said the professor of chemistry.
am teaching two courses instead of three and I am feeling
After taking his own temperatempera
underworked. I am hoping things will go well this semester,
ture, he discovered a fever.
Dr. Donaldson
so that I may return to a full teaching load in the spring and
Following this, incidents of
continue teaching as long as I possibly can."
can.”
sudden, short fevers began to '
Donaldson's
Donaldson’s infectious optimism is demonstrated in his
occur regularly, which Donaldson tried to brush off as trivtriv
unwillingness to cancel his plans to visit his daughter who
ial.
Like Smisson, Dr. Donaldson discovered some of his is a missionary in Prague this summer.
"It
“It is part of Dr. Donaldson's
Donaldson’s character to go out of his
symptoms during the summer faculty tennis games, of
tragic,” said sophosopho
which he and Smisson are longtime participants. While way to help people. This news truly is tragic,"
more John Wykoff, a Donaldson family friend.
playing tennis, he became unusually short of breath.
“I have considered myself to be a healthy person. I exerexer
"I
cise
regularly,” said Donaldson. "In
“In the 34 years I've
I’ve taught
~ise regularly,"

Senate seeks to propel students into churches
'

.

like fair grading, prompt returning of assignments, [and]
professors being available during their office hours."
hours.” He
went on to say that the Senate sees the document as
Thinking of sleeping in this Sunday? The Student "something
“something that Dean [of Students Scott] Raymond can
Senate suggests that you think twice.
·
T h is is what you can expect
hand to students that says, 'This
Increased student involvement in local churches is
faculty.’ Something that students can have that
from the faculty.'
the primary goal of the Student Senate this year, said Benji
‘This is what I'm
I’m being promised.’”
says, 'This
promised."'
Swinburnson, Student Body President.
A personal goal for Swinburnson is to re-evaluate the
This year is the first time student senate has made
point system used to determine scholarships. Currently
church involvement one of their priorities. Swinburnson points are given to students based on GPA, involvement
“How can in extra-curricular activities, and various other criteria,
said the senators are examining the question, "How
we u~e
use the [campus] ministries to get kids involved in such as how much work-study the student has.
churches?” He mentioned the newly formed Reformed Swinburnson said that the system "is
churches?"
“is basically an indicaindica
opportu tion of what Covenant should deem important about a
University Fellowship (RUF) chapter as a good opportuaid.” He is still thinking over
nity for students, but added that being active in on-cam- student who is applying for aid."
pus ministries is not the same as being involved in a local the specifics of what he would like changed.
These goals are still in the early stages of planning
church.
Another goal of the senate is to develop a document and will be more thoroughly discussed in the next month.
stu Swinburnson emphasized that these goals are not an end
outlining the responsibilities of the faculty toward stu“It’s not so much what we're
we’re going to do,
in themselves. "It's
dents. Such a document would serve as a reference for but how we’re going to do it. We want to do things in the
we're
students by stating what to expect from professors. - way that Christ would want us to."
to.”
“basic issues
According to Swinburnson it would cover "basic
B y REBEKAH
R e b e k a h BRJGHTBILL
B r ig h tb ill
BY

Politics staff writer

stu
The Student Senate hopes to increase Covenant student’s involvement in local -churches such as Lookout
dent's
Presbyterian Church, above.
Mountain Pres~yterian
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Political response
begins to take shape
lion will largely go to New York, although it has not been specifispecifi
cally labeled for them, and will be given out in $10
$ 10 billion increincre
ments. The first $10 billion will be given to New York immediimmedi
and the other
Less than a week after the massive terrorist attack on the ately to help with the cleanup and recovery efforts, .and
$ 10 billion may be released after a 15 day waiting period, by writwrit
United States, President Bush and Secretary of State Colin Powell $10
had already begun talking with other nations about ways to prepre ten certification to Congress by President Bush. The remaining
$20 billion can only be given out after the president makes a spespe
vent future terrorism.
While
W
hile it will take many months for the full political ramificaramifica cific request to Congress, and will be spent on law enforcement,
var
tions to be realized, the United States Senate, in a rare display of intelligence, improved security for transportation systems, and varnon-partisan behavior, passed a bill on the morning of September ious, unspecified other expenses.
Working out the details took time because of a disagreement
14 giving $40 billion in funding to investigate the terrorism and
presiover how much power Congress was willing to give to the presi
aid New York City.
"There
“There is no division between parties, between Congress and dent. President Bush was requesting free control over all of the
funds to "counter,
“counter, investigate or prosecute domestic or internainterna
the President,"
President,” said Richard Gephardt, House Minority leader.
terrorism,” but Congress wanted to retain control of federfeder
The bill originally proposed $20 billion in aid, but the tional terrorism,"
al
monies
in
·accordance
constitutional
guidelines.
On
Friday
accordance
with
amount was doubled after senators from New York requested an
additional $20 billion be given directly to them for their relief morning the parties involved came to a compromise that would
;ive Bush leeway
leeway to spend funds where needed, without Congress
efforts. They were concerned that the Pentagon's
Pentagon’s anti-terrorism give
osing constitutionally mandated control.
efforts would receive financial precedence. The additional $20 bilbi!- losing
"The
“The White House is happy, the Democrats are
happy, the speaker is happy, and the American people
should be happy,"
happy,” John Feehery, spokesman for House
Speaker Dennis Hastert, said.
Also expected is a resolution by Congress allowallow
ing President Bush to use force against the perpetra
perpetrators of the attacks.
The Federal Aviation Administration has
already made important policy changes in airline
operations as an immediate response to the attacks.
Passengers are no . longer allowed to carry ppckpocketknives, or cutlery of any kind, and airport restau
restaurants and stores have been banned from using and sellsell
ing plastic kni'(es
knives or regular knives of any size.
Chopsticks may be banned as well. These changes
were made after it was discovered that the weapons
that some of the hijackers used were plastic knives and
razor blade box-cutters.
Also, the EA.A.
F.A.A. has eliminated curbside checkcheck
in for passengers, and any cars left within 300 feet of
the terminal will be towed. The airlines will no longer
possibil
carry cargo or mail in an effort to reduce the possibility of bombs, and security officials will search planes
before takeoff.
Regardless of what may happen in the coming
chair
months, Bill Young, U.S. Representative and chairman of the House Appropriations Committee, had
President Bush comforts New York City Fire Dept. Lt. Lenard this to say: "Let
“Let there be no doubt, our choice -— the
Phelan of
o f Battalion 46, whose brother, Lt. Kenneth Phelan of
o f choice of President Bush, the choice of the United
o f the FDNY still unacunac States Congress and the choice of the great people of a
Battalion 32, is among the 300 members of
nation -— is to fight back. The world will be
Tuesdays terrorist attacks on the on the World great
counted for from Tuesday's
impressed by our response and [how] we mobilize for
Trade Center. AP photo.
fight.”
this fight."
BY
B y REBEKAH
R f b e k a h BRIGHTBILL
B r ig h tb ill

Politics staff writer

David Gray, 1979-2001
B y TOM
T o m OKIE
O k ie
BY

Features editor

David T. Gray died at about 5:30 a.m. Monday, Sept. 17,
cancer. He was 22
2001, after more than two years of battling canceL
years old.
David enrolled as a freshman at Covenant in the fall of 1999,
making his home on Catacombs in a room by himself (his assigned
roommate did not show). He was a former security guard, an
aspiring writer, and a karate student on hiatus due to persistent
trouble with his right hip.
His hip problem grew worse, and after a troubling x-ray at
spe
Hutcheson Medical Center in Fort Oglethorpe and a visit to a specialist in Atlanta, David was diagnosed with a rare form of cancer.
Soon afterward, amid the best wishes of a college community sad
treat
to see him go, he left for his home in Delaware to begin treatments.

For the last year and a half David had kept his friends updat
updatdiffer
ed on his progress via email. The Grays tried a number of different treatments, from Pentecostal healing services to nutritional
treatments to radiation and chemotherapy, and for some time
things seemed to be improving. In spite of severe pain, David
“slowly decreasing and not
wrote in June 2001, the tumor was "slowly
coming back.”
back." Convinced that God was calling him to be a writer,
he frequently reported progress on his various projects. Perhaps
“God is unpredictable
most significantly, David was learning that "God
. . . yet He is completely trustworthy and faithfaith
and uncontainable ...
promised."
ful to fulfill what He has promised.”
The end came suddenly: by late August 2001 the cancer had
confined him to a bed. On Sept. 8 some of his former hallmates
visited him at his home. A little more than a week later, the Lord
took him from this world. He is survived by his mother, father,
and his 18-year old sister, Susannah. Let us remember them in our
prayers.
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Gates
selected as
fresh class

president
BY
B y REBEKAH
R e b e k a h BRIGHTBILL
B r ig h tb ill

News staff writer
b~ten out his opponent
Lee Gates has beaten
Ashley Raymond to win the office of fresh-.
fresh
··
man class president.
'Tm very pleased
pleasea [that I won] ... I
“I’m
run. enjoyed run
immensening immense
ly. Ashley ran a
. very, very, good
campaign and
I'm
I’m pleased that
we're
we’re such good
friends,
friends,”" said
Gates.
The candicandi
dates stressed
very
similar
Gates
goals in their
ccampaigns,
ampaigns,
and their primary goals were the same.
Raymond, a Lookout Mountain resident,
who became interested in running after she
attended a Student Senate meeting last year,
planned to adi,ieve.
achieve unity through social
activities for the freshman class and exam
cram breaks. Both she and Gates also
stressed their availability to answer any
questions the freshman might have.
empha
One thing Raymond did not emphasize was her dad - dean of students Scott
Raymond. In an interview the day of the
“I felt like it would
election Raymond said, "I
be too cocky to say I was Dean Raymond's
Raymond’s
completely me. I would
daughter ... this is -completely
wasn’t here.”
here."
have done this if he wasn't
elec
In his speech the night before the election, Gates also had unity as his principal
focus. "I
“I want this to be the freshman class
that the upperclassmen look down on, and
‘Wow, I wish we'd
we’d had that kind of
say, 'Wow,
unity."'
unity.’”
Another of his goals is to increase stustu
dent interest in what the Student Senate is
“I want it to be an organization that
doing. "I
everyone is involved in. There's
There’s too much
relaxed attitude towards the Student
of a reln:ed
Senate,”
Senate," Gates said.
Tifton, Georgia,
Gates, a resident of Tiftqn,
has had other leadership experience with the
“I
Boy Scouts and political science groups. "I
...
enjoy the position of servant leadership ...
I like gathering ideas and putting them
together into an idea that everyone can
accomplish.”
gather together and accomplish."
The campaign had a low profile, with
candi
only a few campaign posters for each candidate scattered around campus, and a low
student attendance for their speeches.
Nevertheless, voter turnout was very high,
said Student Senate vice president Will
“I was very impressed with the
Bragdon. "I
turnout. The freshmen were very interested
president."
in who was their class president.”

po
rts
ports
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Swe
et-si
xteen!
Sweet
sixteen!
Scoring barrage propels men's
mens Scots into NAIA
NAIA rankings
BY
B y DAVID
D a v i d PHILLIPS
P h illip s

Sports editor

Scoring Frenzy. Thirty to seven. Either of these phrases
adequately describes the Covenant mens
Scots’ first
men's soccer Scots'
few games of the season. The ·first
first describes the tenacious
offense th;t
that the Scots have been playing, scoring in double
digits in half of its first four games, with nine goals in anothanoth
er. The second is the scoring margin the Scots have racked
up against opponents thus far.
The scoring barrage has shown results: a 6-1-1 record
lifted Covenant to a sixteenth-place ranking in the NAIA
national polls going into last week's
week’s games.
Here are results from Covenant's
Covenant’s first four games:
The Scots led off the season at home against Berry and
lost 3-1. They were outscored 2-0 in the first half but
matched goals with Berry in the second half, 1-1. Aaron
Stanton scored in
iri the 86th minute off a kick by Sheldon
Grizzle. Coach Brian Crossman and several of his players
echoed the sentiment that it was very physical game against
a much larger team -— both physically and in terms of
school size. The loss boiled down to failed scoring chances,
general first game jitters, and line-up mixing and matching
common in early non-conference games.
Game two was away against Bluefield.
BJuefield. Perhaps playing
their easiest opponent of the year after facing their toughest,
the Scots pounced early scoring four goals in the first half,
leading to a 10-1 victory. Sheldon Grizzle, the team's
team’s points
leader last season, scored two goals and had one assist in the
game, and Tim Cobb and Allen Duble scored twice as well.

The Scots then
took a trip down the
mountain to compete
against an emotional
Tennessee Temple team.
Covenant scored two
goals early, shooting
down
any Temple
morale, en route to a
10-2 win. Brien Meyer
had a hat trick, scoring
two of his three goals in
the last five minutes of
the game. Allen Duble
scored twice again, and
Roddy Chisholm, a
sophomore
transfer
from Appalachian State,
assisted the first three
Covenant goals, his secsec
ond hat trick of assists
in as many games.
m
On Sept. 8, the
Scots
A sliding Sheldon Grizzle (6) attempts a steal against Montreat. Grizzle had two
Scots beat
beat Montreat
Montreat at
at A
home
at
the goals in the Scots’
home
at
the
Scots' 9-1 win. Photo by Craig Bosma.
Shadowlands intramural
fields. Montreat lost a player early to a red card infraction, Grizzle had two goals and seven other players had a goal
forcing them to play the rest of the contest a man down, so each. Matt Jelley, Chris Cushenberry, and Yuji Sato each had
a 9-1 victory could not have surprised the Scots. Sheldon two assists.

Led by veteran defens
e, Lady Scots start strong
defense,
B
y DAVID
D a v id P
h illip s
BY
PHILLIPS

Sports editor
Three weeks into the school year, the Covenant
Lady Scots Soccer team has already played several games,
including one against a conference opponent, and has
vaulted to a 2-1 record. Here is a recap of their games
thus far:
The girls led off their season with an away game at
North Georgia and lost the match 2-1 in the second
overtime period. They battled on a wet field under rainy
conditions during most of the game. Colleen McGuirk
gave the Lady Scots the lead in the first half off of a cor
corner kick that had been flicked into the box enabling her
then to put it past the goalie. The Scots had several other
opportunities to score in the second half and in overtime
but they could not convert.
The Lady Scots then returned to the Shadowlands of
Lookout Mountain to beat Alabama Huntsville, a strong
NCAA Division II program. The girls got on UAH
quickly with pressure and were extremely consistent in
the backfield, led by Sarah Hoxter. Hoxter, a senior co
cocaptain of the team, played despite being very ill and she
"played
“played the game of her life,"
life,” according to her coach
Mark Duble. She was "almost
“almost unbeatable that day in the
back"
back.” Goals by Jenee'
Jenee’ Bourgeois and Suzanne Jenkins

Fancy footwork helped the Lady Scots to a 6-1 win
over Montreat. Photo by Craig Bosma.

w

• .v

Scots" on Page 6
Please see ''Lady
‘Lady Scots”
Page 7

Volleyball team hopes to make
short work of
o f opponents
B
y B
en H
a rd e s ty
BY
BEN
HARDESTY

Sports writer
August 31, the opening day of the 2001 Lady Scots
Volleyball season, also marked the beginning of a quest:
one that includes two important challenges. The Lady
Scots' ability to overcome these challenges will not just
Scots’
determine the success or failure of this season, but will
also serve as building blocks for years to come.
First and foremost, Coach W
ill Stern looks to
Will
solidify a lineup that predominantly consists of fresh
freshmen and first-year players. 11 of the 17 Lady Scots are
freshmen, which makes this challenge an important one
to overcome. As the freshmen adjust to collegiate level
competition and gain experience, the team will win
more matches in addition to creating a core of players
that will make for future success.
The Lady Scots used all five games in the
Covenant Tournament, held here at Covenant on
August 31, to try to determine a permanent lineup. The
team would end up going 1-1 in aa/air
pair of hard-fought,
close matches against Montreat ana
an Brevard
.'3revard during the

Please see "Volleyball"
“Volleyball” on Page 6
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"Please
“Please pray for our city''
city”
Covenant alumni tell stories
from NYC streets
B
y BECCA
B e c c a HOLMES
H o lm e s
BY

Features Staff Writer

With heavy hearts, our thoughts and prayers
extend towards those affected by the tragedies of the
past week. For some of the Covenant family, howhow
ever, the terrorist attacks hit much closer to home.
Kim ('92)
(‘92) and Ben Kaufmann ('94)
(‘94) and Katrina
('92)
(‘92) and Eric Costello share two buildings in
Queens just over the
East
River
from
Manhattan.
Dr.
McLelland's
McLelland’s son-in-law
and daughter, John and
anci
Elizabeth Young, live in
Brooklyn but work in
sto
Manhattan. Their stories appear below.

***

Ben Kaufmann

From the
billowroof of the Kaufmann and Costello's
Costellos house, billow
ing smoke could be seen rising from the World
Trade Center's
Centers north tower - the first tower hit.
After hearing about the south tower and the
Pentagon being hit, Kim and Katrina went to get
their children out of school. While waiting they
heard a radio reporter saying, "Oh
“Oh no, Oh no."
no.” The
north tower had collapsed.
On the way home they saw a man turning away
from a pay phone sobbing. When they stopped to
“Have you heard
ask if they could help, he cried, "Have
what happened?"
happened?” His brother worked at the World
Trade Center. He had just gotten off the phone
infor
with his mother and could not get anv further information.
Later that night at their residence a group was
led in prayer by the pastor of a sister church of
Redeemer Presbyterian, a Manhattan PCA congre
congregation. Joining them was a woman from Taiwan
who had been working on the 84th floor of the
north tower when the first plane struck. When she
and her co-workers heard and felt the impact they
called security. They were told not to worry - it was
just a small accident. However, since the comput.' ers were down and the elevator was inoperable, she
and her friends headed down the stairs. On the
third
they were stopped because it was sealed
r.hird floor th~y
off, but a policeman was able to get them through.
In complete darkness, she and her co-workers held
hands as they made their way down the steps and
safely out of the building.

***
Early Tuesday morning started out like any
other busy day at Elizabeth Young’s
Young's school where
she teaches special education. At first, Elizabeth
she heard about
thought it was just a rumor when she.
the first plane hitting the north tower. Doubt
when she went to the roof of her
turned to disbelief whel'1
school and stared in horror with fellow co-workers
,chool

at the huge hole in the
skyscraper's
skyscrapers side.
Once
Elizabeth's
Elizabeth’s
school ·'was
was informed that
the Pentagon had been hit
and that bomb threats
were circulating through
the city, the teachers took
the children into the cafecafe
teria/bomb shelter in the
school.
From this point until
Elizabeth got home, it was
chaos. She received word
from her husband John
that he was alive, uninunin
jured, and on his way to
her school to help with
the
scared
children.
While walking from his The view from the roof of
o f John and Elizabeth Young's
Young’s Brooklyn apartment building,
office to her school, he
Manhattan. Photo by John Young.
saw people jumping out looking nothwest toward a smoking Manhattan:
of windows in the South
Tower just before it collapsed.
Manhattan was in a state of shock. Some ran
“But she works on the
around screaming things like "But
95th floor!"
wasn't
floor!” or "I
“I just spoke with him and he wasn’t
at work yet!"
yet!” Others
Kim Kaufmann, a 1992 graduate of
o f Covenant, offers these observations
wandered
around
from New York
York City:
speechlessly looking at
haven’t laughed for days.
I realized this afternoon that I haven't
the debris and papers
morning my younger son and I went grocery shopshop
On Tuesday ·morning
that filled many blocks.
ping about 8:15. There is a parking lot on the roof of the building
For a while, ·firefighters
complex where I was. When we were paying for the groceries, a store
walked around in circir
employee
ran by yelling something.
.
cles, not knowing where
When we got to the roof, I saw the North Tower burning.
to begin.
Someone standing nearby said the tower had been hit by an airplane.
When Elizabeth and
I assumed it had been a terrible accident.
John were finally able to
I called my husband Ben on my cell phone to ask him if he knew
leave the school, they
anything. As we were talking, I saw the explosion in the South Tower.
took the subway home,
didn’t see the plane because of my angle. Other people on the roof
I didn't
sev
and passed underneath
with me were gasping and shouting. Immediately I tried to make several
calls,
could
not
get
through.
phone
but
the
World
Trade
Katrina Costello
We share two buildings with several Covenant alumni, and seversever
Center. When they
up
al
people
set
a
TV
and
computers
on
the
front
porch
so
that
we
passed the World Trade Center stop, all they could
could
all
be
together
as
we
took
in
the
information
of
the
day.
see was dust, ash and soot.
We all had cell phones and were trying to get through to people
After
Afrer making it safely back to Brooklyn, they
and telling
inside and outside of New York City - checking on people .and
looked outside their back window and saw only
our family and friends that we were okay.
magnif
smoke, the remaining evidence of the once magnifI spoke with my husband several times, but he remained at work
icent World Trade Center towers.
for most of the day, partly because there was no public transportation
Friends of the Kaufmanns, Costellos, and
running where he was and partly because walking over the Queensboro
came home, joining
Bridge seemed potentially dangerous. He finally ca.me
Youngs have mostly been accounted for. The father
hundreds of people walking out of Manhattan.
of one of Elizabeth's
Elizabeth’s students is missing, however,
In the afternoon, we heard about a friend of mine whose fiancee
co-worker’s good
along with one the husband of a co-worker's
the 104th floor. She had not heard from him and is assuming
was on rhe
friend.
the worst.
On Wednesday morning, I had to teach an English class at a local
***
community college. Only half of the class showed up. I decided to use
the class time to test the assertion I had made on my syllabus only two
"This
“This is the worst thing I have ever experienced
days before - that writing is a tool for helping us to make meaning out
emotionally,” Ben
and the worst I have ever felt emotionally,"
of the experiences of our lives.
Kaufmann wrote in an email to friends and family,
Each of us huddled over our notebooks, writing and writing. After
“and I was not even close to the scene, nor did I lose
"and
Please see "Kaufmann"
“Kaufmann” on Page 9
city.”
a friend or relative. Please pray for our city."

From the eye of the storm.storm.....
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Bowery assists relief efforts
to Mr. Johansson,
but there have
not been enough
%
The Bowery Mission in New York City, home to hunhun
supplies to sustain
dreds of Covenant students on Spring Break over the last
them.
The
decade, has been no stranger to the destruction of the World
Bowery's
Bowery’s contricontri
Trade Center. "It
“It is unbelievable,"
unbelievable,” declared Director Brian
bution here has
on
Johansson ~n
been critical.
Thursday.
The Mission
The Mission,
active in
has been active
the
oldest
the city in ot 1er
ler
homeless mismis
ways.
f 1r.
Mr.
s10n
sion m
in the
Johansson joi;
joi1.ed
ed
country, is just
jnst
a group of local
twenty blocks
pastors at the city
<lty
from where the
morgue - a se
se.·1es
ies
two
towers
of tractor-tra
;ler
tractor-tra'ler
once stood, and
freezer trucks in'
in
resi
staff and resithe city's
city’s Guard
dents watched
Armory
and
from the Bowery rooftop as rhe
the buildings collapsed on
building - on
Tuesday morning. Since that time, Mr. Johansson reports,
Wednesday night
the Mission has been saying to the city of New York, "We're
“Were
to comfort and
nere
here to help."
help.”
assist
people
Authorities began evacuating the 110-story towers
for
Lower Manhattan was a scene of
o f devastation following the collapse of
o f the twin towtow searching
shortly after the initial explosion on Tuesday, and with the
family
members
ers. Agence France Presse photo.
·
public transportation system shut down, the streets quickly
killed in the
filled with people. Bowery Street, Mr. Johansson rememremem
attack. With
W ith the
bers, was literally filled with thousands of evacuees, shocked,
.
death toll likely
the streets and struggle with a lot of difficult issues - drugs,
confused, and splattered with dust and debris, walking "like
“like
enormous..
. crime, sex, and alienation - but there was
"no
com“no
com to be in the thousands, the task is enormous
“Everyone wants to volunteer,"
volunteer,” Mr. Johansson explains,
refugees” away from the Trade Center.
refugees"
"Everyone
plaining or whining"
whining” as they forgot their own troubles long remarking that the city presently has more volunteers than
The staff and residents at the Mission sprung into
enough to help those in need.
they need. But Mr. Johansson's
Johansson’s concern is that the number
action. They offered water, food, first aid, bathrooms, and
Since that first day, the Bowery has become a kind of of volunteers will drop in a week or two as people grow tired
Bibles to the passers by. Some of the victims stopped into
warehouse for donated goods. The disaster area, which and must return to work. The cleanup, meanwhile, will go
the chapel to ask for prayer, and the Bowery folk, Mr.
includes the Bowery, has been cordoned off, but the Mission on for months. Mr. Johansson emphasizes that the ~owery
Bowery
Johansson was proud to note, were there to give reassurance
bec,;n "meeting
us" for
“meeting the needs in front of us”
has been inundated with calls from people all over the Mission is has been
and comfort. It was "really
“really a precious thing to see,"
see,” Mr.
northeast who want to help. The Mission chapel is filled 123 years. It has served at other difficult times: during the
Johansson continued, that the residents grasped that "this
“this
with pallets of clothing, food, bottled
botded water, and medical World Wars and the Vietnam War, for example. The current
they’re going through at the
situation was bigger than what they're
“We will do what we can to help."
help.”
supplies, which the Bowery redirects to the city distribution crisis will be no different. "We
moment.”
“until it's
it’s finished."
finished.”
moment." The men staying at the Mission have come off
says Mr. Johansson, "until
center. There has been no shortage of volunteers, according
B y TOM
T o m OKIE
O k ie
BY

Features Editor

.

DOWN the MOUNTAIN
...
MOUNTAIN...
“Kaufmann”from
"Kaufmann"
from Page 8
a while I told the class that they could leave, but most stayed,
writing out their own account of the day before.
We couldn’t
couldn't help wondering about the people who were
absent. Where were they? Who were they worried abour?
about? Who
did they know?
Our neighborhood is an incredibly diverse neighborhood,
full of people from all over the world. We have a large Muslim
opulation. Two of our favorite restaurants in the neighborpopulation.
ood are Egyptian and Pakistani.
hood
Various neighbors have stopped by. One guy has shown
suspicion about our Christianity since we moved in several
months ago. On Tuesday night he came at me with all kinds
of fearful and aggressive comments about "you
“you people"
people” (mean(mean
ing Christians). He was ready to blame all Christians, Jews,
“You don't
don’t see me
and Muslims around the world for fighting. "You
fighting, do you? We need to put all those people on another
themselves."
planet and let them fight it out until they destroy themselves.”
As I rode the subway this morning, the entire car was
silent. When I waited to get the kids off the school bus today
I saw yards, city buses, taxis,
taiqs, and restaurants flying American
flags..
flags
We are all exhausted and anxious. As the three days have
passed, our spirits have not really lifted. We are grateful for the
Christians around us who remind us of our hope. It is our
rivilege to be in this wounded city that God loves. And
privilege
eyond all that, we rejoice every hour that Jesus'
Jesus’ sufferings
beyond
mean that our sufferings have an end.

Lurone Jennings
sit
an d director of
o fth
Lurone Jennings, pastor and
thee Bethlehem incident. Hopefully God will use even this t,fc rrible situation to help people be drawn closer to Hin ,,., because
events.
Center in Alton Park, reacts to recent events.
Well, yesterday was very shocking for me, but yet there are a lot of things we have no control over but we
just trust God.
it's
it’s what God talks about in the Word of
We’re so vulnerable and so dependdepend
We're
God. At th~
the end times you'd
you’d have world
ent in times like these, but I don't
don’t want it
wars .and these kind of
wars and rumors of wars.and
to be only in times like these that we
things happening that will influence and
would really focus in and cry out and turn
affect our communities and the world in
. . . but truly realize how dependdepend
to God ...
general.
ent qn
on Him we are and should be at all
M y heart goes out to the families that
My
times, whether tragic incidents like these
were affected by this tragic incident.
happen or not. So I'm
I’m praying that God
People were killed and that always breaks
would truly use iliis
this situation to be gloriglori
our hearts as Christians. My question and
mak
fied and help people to be drawn to makconcern would be that they know Jesus
it’s too
ing decisions to accept him before it's
Christ as their personal Savior. Those who
late.
were hurt or still alive, I hope .God uses
Those who are responsible for this
this to really capture their attention about
Jennings
kind of incident, we really want God to
making decisions that will impact their
M y heart goes out, praying for the have mercy upon them. We want justice, but my prayer
lives for eternity. My
families that have been mostly impacted by this tragic

“Down the Mountain"
M ountain” on Page 14
Please see "Down
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Whe n drea
m becomes
beco mes reali
When
dream
reality
ty
Have Hollywood blockbusters numbed us to real-life tragedy??
B y MATT
M a t t ALLISON
A llis o n
BY

No wonder a lot of people talk about being unable to
can't quite accept the reality
process the disaster, as if they can’t
of it. This sentiment is very telling. After all, we have seen
the same type of scene visually depicted to us on the silver
screen over and over to the point that our emotions are hav
having trouble accepting the reality of this catastrophe.
Perhaps it is time to re-evaluate the way that we are
entertained. Maybe the way we simulate hardship for the
paltry purpose of entertainment is hurting us. Maybe it’s
it's
making it much harder to deal with and accept the reality
of life on this fallen world. As a Christian, I can’t
can't think that
my own inability to process the reality of this tragedy is
good. It seems that I should be the one lamenting this
tragedy the most. It seems that I am emotionally incapable
of rending my clothes like the prophet Jeremiah did when
he saw tragedy in his own land.
Maybe we should turn off the cinematic dream so that
we can accept reality.

Pop Culture staff
staff writer
After a summer of box-office receipts and big
budget bloodfests, one pauses to think about where
we stand right now. It's
It’s a summer that kicked off
with Pearl Harbor, and ended last Tuesday, in a day
filled with mayhem, tragedy, heroism, and extended
media coverage. It's
It’s
ironic, somehow,
since in our society
days like that usuusu
ally come at the
end of our week.
On Fridays, to be
specific.
It seems like
our entertainment industry has had a fascination
with disaster almost since its inception. The interest
seems to come out of the public's
public’s desire to see
humanity smote with a horrible disaster, and being
able to see a real American hero survive it all despite
all circumstances to the contrary. If you think about
it, the United States hasn’t
hasn't really had to deal with a
major civilian disaster on such a horrific scale since
before the time that cinema came into existence.
What does all of this mean? Well, only that
American's
American’s infatuation with horrible calamity seems
to have been terribly fulfilled. Except in this case
there are no heroic characters that survive it all in
dashing style and get a girl to boot. There are only
the dead and those lucky ones who aren't.
aren’t.
Think about how many movies you have seen that feafea
ture an Arabic group of terrorists trying to do some serious
harm to the U. S. Immediately, Executive Decision and The
Siege come to mind. We seem to like to make movies about
Arabs plotting to kill a lot of us. Millions of us buy a Tom
Clancy novel that dealt with exactly the same kind of attack
we felt on Tuesday. We have created a culture that is fascifasci
nated with the idea of horrible loss of
life. No other country
oflife.
makes films today with such variety and scale that deal with
terrorism, disaster, and human suffering. If our entertainentertain
ment industry is so centered around making these horrible
:|things a spectacle, how does it reflect on us as people?
I

I wonder how many times I will be treat
treated to the sight of that plane carrying dozens
of people crashing into a building and killing
many instantly. I feel like the sight of that
plane dive-bombing the trade towers should
horrify me. But it doesn't.
doesn’t. And I can’t
can't help
thinking that our culture of entertainment
has something to do with it. Disaster is cool.
We pay millions in the space of a weekend to
see it simulated. When I first heard that they
had gotten videotape of the second suicide
run I felt excited, like I was going to see
something entertaining.

Reel
R
eel or
Or real?: The summer ooff ‘01
'O 1 began with the melodra
melodraoff the movie Pearl Harbor (above) and ended
matic violence o
with actual horror in New York City on Tuesday (left).

Fetch the Compa
ss is music for the whole Famili
Compass
Familiee
B y JACK
J a c k PETERSON
P e te rs o n
BY

Pop Culture editor

If Alvin and the Chipmunks decided
seek penance for their musical sins of the
eighties and fused witl1
with disgruntled rejects
from the local elementary school President’s
President's
Day pageant, picking up a frantic faith heal
healer and a religiously fervent trick-or-treater in
a Shirley Temple costume along the way, the
result may be a sound similar to that of The
Danielson Famile.
What began as a Rutgers University
thesis project for frontman and visionary
Daniel Smith has blossomed and flourished
Page 10

into one of the most ingenious and refresh
refreshing musical acts on the market today. After
releasing four records on Tooth and Nail
Records ((A
A Prayer For Every Hour, Tell
Another Joke at the 01’
Ol' Chopping Block, and
the two-part Tri-Danielson project Alpha
and Omega), the group has jumped ship to
Indiana-based Secretly Canadian to produce
Fetch the Compass Kids, where they continue
to push Smith's
Smith’s screeching vocals and toy
monkey mentality to the point where the
album perilously sits on the point between
brilliance and aggravation, embracing both
tp their advantage.
to
-Smith
Smith is backed by his brothers and sis
sis-

ters, along with a few friends, to create the
distinct sound of marching band catchiness,
and gospel fervor and emotion.
The first noise the listener hears when
he/she pushes play is Smith taunting “Hush,
"Hush,
what's the rush?/ East coast children
hush, what’s
much" in a playground-like tone on
do too much”
the opening track “We
"We Don’t
Don't Say Shut Up.”
Up."
From this point forward it is as though the
listener is a passerby in the Smiths'
Smiths’ neigh
neighborhood who wanders skeptically but will
willingly into the open front door of the dilapi
dilapidated house on the corner to find a family of

Please see "Danielson"
“Danielson” on Page 11
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Lola director ponders fate, destiny and redemption in tale of two lost souls
By M
a tt A
llis o n
BY
MATT
ALLISON

Pop Culture staff writer

Tom Tykwer's
Tykwer’s The Princess and the Warrior is a fairy tale.
It tells of an almost magical journey of two people, through
an incredibly unlikely chain of events, as they find happi
happiness, healing, and true love.
The film tells the story of Sissi (Franka Potente), a
young nurse who was born and raised a German insane asyasy
lum, which serves as the setting for the story. Her mom was
a nurse who worked there to take care of her insane hushus
couldn't really describe Sissi as normal. She has a
band. You couldn’t
very limited range of people skills, yet she is a functional
adult who many of the patients see as a princess. One day as
she is taking an autistic young man out around town, she is
run over by a truck. As she lies there dying, a criminal by the
name of Bodo (Benno Furmann) by chance stumbles on to
her and saves her.
At this moment, Sissi makes a critical decision that sets
the tone for the whole movie. Fate, she reasons, has saved
meanher from a horrendous accident, and now her liEe
life has mean
ing, because Fate has deigned to intervene in her rather
pathetic existence. She decides that she is meant to be with
this mysterious stranger but, regrettably, she has picked a
shady character to fall in love with. Bodo is a former mili
military, small-time crook who is borderline suicidal. The rest of
this rich movie follows a compelling story, exploring the
redemption of these two people through this relationship
and because of Fate.
Tom Tykwer's
Tykwer’s debut movie, Run Lola, Run, also starring
Franka Potente, deals with similar issues of fate, appearing to
be chance, changing people's
people’s life. Lola was a visually intense,
engaging movie that clocked in at just 80 minutes. The char
character development in the film was largely external and came
about from radical changes in the actors’
actors' lives.
Princess in comparison is a heavyweight. It runs well
over two hours, and focuses more on the character’s
character's internal
struggle. Mainly we see a lot of Sissi, blindly following this
criminal, this virtual stranger, because she believes that he is
meant to be with her. Bodo has issues: his wife died a horri
horrible death, he can't
can’t hold down a job, and he definitely has
trouble dealing with his emotions. There are many great
moments in this movie where the two characters can be seen
struggling with their emotions, deciding whether or not to
submit to the clear turn of events that have forced the two
together.
Overall this movie was particularly stirring for me as a
Christian because it portrayed, in such a beautiful fashion,
redemption. I felt entranced by some magic, as if I were
watching my own salvation on screen through some other
otherworldly allegory. Unfortunately, the movie’s
movie's story at times
seemed a bit superfluous. There was a lot of meandering in
didn’t seem to push to the ultimate redemption
the plot that didn't
of the co-stars. At certain moments during the two and a
half hours I found myself getting impatient, waiting for the

Franka Potente (above) and Benno Furmann (below left) seem to share a common destiny m
in The
Princess an
and
d the Warrior.
plot to move forward, for the characters to evolve to that
next level.
The performance of Potente in this film was emotion
emotionally charged while being a bit mysterious. Potente’s
Potente's character
some
of Sissi is a little bit off kilter; I felt like I was watching someone in a dream when she was on screen. Fortunately I found
this utterly engrossing as a character study of a person
caught between two stages in life, not being able to return to
the comfort of the past, and so struggling towards the future
with uncertainty. Sissi displayed such certainty that her life
had changed that I was touched.
But Sissi is not all this film has to offer. Bodo (Benno
Furmann) is a strong male lead. He has a different struggle.
He has to accept the presence of fate in his life, be healed by
it, and look away from his past. But he has to play a father
Sissi’s father has been insane for as long
role for Sissi because Sissi's
as she can remember. When you see the movie, observe a
scene towards the end where
Sissi has to choose whether

to go out on faith towards her destiny or to stay back at her
hospital home and fade away into it’s
it's frightening
Netherworldliness.
anyone. It has
I would recommend this movie to almost anvone.
“R” rating for a certain amount of violence and language,
an "R"
and there is one non-graphic sexual scene that I still found a
bit unsettling, but it is necessary to portray the act of
redemption. After all, the characters need something to be
engross
saved from. Ultimately I found this movie to be an engrossing and magical experience that left me with a feeling akin
to the wonder I felt on seeing my first movie. I felt like I had
seen emotion and experience portrayed for the first time and
not the thousandth.
The Princess and the Warrior debuts Sept.
Sept. 20 at the
Theatre. It will
w ill be shown fo
o fth
Bijou Theatre.
forr one week as part of
thqr Arts
and Education Council's
Council’s Independent Film Series
Series.

“Danielson”from Page 10
"Danielson"from
eleven orphan children squeezing every bit
of sound out of the washboards and tin
cans left by the previous tenant.
Frightened and a bit repulsed, the listener
sur
hides behind a sheet covered chair to survey the scene, but by the third song is
dancing in the center of the room, wield
wielding a set of spoons, and begging for more.
From time management in "Rallying
“Rallying
the Dominoes,"
Dominoes,” to embracing the fruits of
the Spirit in "Fathom
“Fathom the Nine-Fruits
Pie,” the album's
album’s themes are as varying as
Pie,"
the melodies and tempos that support the
“Good News For
twelve songs themselves. "Good
Pickers” offers reassurance of the
the Pus Pickers"
lasting presence of God, along with a
, Page 11
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high
catchy and complex chorus. Other highlights of the album include the title track,
“Who the Hello,"
Hello,” “Sing
Singer,” \
"Who
"Sing to the Singer,"
and "Farmers
“Farmers Serve the Waiters."
Waiters.”
W ith creativity not foun
foundd in the
With
m ajority of today’s
majority
today's pop music, The;
The
Danielson Famile is slowly, but heartily
seeping up form the underground into the
positive reviews in.
in ■
public eye. Receiving positive
Spin, Rolling Stone and CM],
CM], along with
being highlighted on NPR's
NPR’s All
Al{ Things
to •
Considered, this group is far too talented to:
go unnoticed by the fearful masses. Even
shoe designer John Fluevog has collaborat
collaborated with the Famile to create
“The
u eate "The
Familevog.” How could you not bive
give a
Familevog."
shot to a band with a shoe named after
them?
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How should Christians respond to tragedy? The book of Job offers some patterns

i

j
t

1

been saved by Christ, yet also we must
wait for the day when we will no longer
look through that glass dimly, but see
When asked to write how a Christian should respond to Him face to face. Salvation has been
possithe events of September 11, 2001, I thought to myself, accomplished for us in the fullest possi
“Impossible.
reflect"Impossible. The sheer terror and evil of the act is simply ble sense by Christ. Stopping and reflect
inexplicable.” But after a bit the realization came to me that ing on such a glorious gospel
is reason for
inexplicable."
gospefis
under- a joy that no act by man can take away.
responding to it does not mean explaining it or even under
I standing why it happened. Such was the case with Job, a
Lastly, we want to avoid having
man of righteousness who understood that in disaster and “short
memorit.s." We can be numbed in
"short memories.”
suffering, the only hope we have is to embrace the love of the a very subtle way and lose some very
Lord.
important lessons as well. Events like
In Job chapter 1, after hearing of the destruction of all these remind us of the urgency of seeking
his livestock, and the slaying of his servants and children, the and spreading the Kingdom of God;
Scriptures tell us that “at
"at this, Job got up and tore his robe which includes having a sincere desire for
and shaved his head. Then he fell down to the ground in faithfulness to the Word of God and hav
havworship.”
worship." His immediate response to tragedy was one of ing a heartfelt compassion for the lost.
humility and worship. Even in mourning the loss of his For the Christian, catastrophes of any
property and children, he fell to the ground in worship. sort should result in a reaffirmation of
"be
'" How we fail to grasp the importance and necessity to “be
the grace and goodness of Christ. Our
God” (Psalm 46:10). This is not to say natural tendency is to express anger and
, still and know He is God"
we must escape from the knowledge of tragedy, and seek to seek revenge, and so it takes our whole
empty our minds of the real presence of evil; but as minds and hearts to seek the comfort of
Christians we must be intentional about giving our praise to Christ. It is He who told us to love our
our Savior, especially in the midst of tragedy.
perseenemies and pray for those who perse
confi
The second thing we can glean from Job is his conficute us, and it is He who set the perfect
; dence in the future grace of God. He knew that though God
example by bearing patiently the agony
1 was preserving him through suffering, this was not the end
sugof the story. In Job 19:23-29 he confesses his assurance in and suffering of the cross. I am not sug
gesting
that
justice
should
not
be
sought,
in
that
and
lives,
God’s
"I know that my Redeemer
God's promise: “I
. the end He will stand upon the earth. And after my skin has especially by those in official positions of
God." We can be authority in the government; but I do
. been destroyed, yet in my flesh I will see God.”
assured that though we see pain now (a great deal of it, in know the first step in any trying situation
fact), there will be a time when we will not have to bear the should be one of prayer and reflection on
weight of both personal and general sin. In the book of the truth of God’s
God's Word.
"It is good to wait
Je:emiah says, “It
Lamentations 3:26-27, Jeremiah
Most of us feel utterly helpless in
quietly for the salvation of the Lord. It is good for a man to this sort of catastrophe, as well we should, but make no mis
misbear the yoke while he is young."
young.” As an aside, Lamentations
take: “The
pres
"The Lord is our Refuge and our Strength; a very presin the Hebrew is ekah, which means “How?”
"How?" It seems the
help in our distress. Therefore we will not fear, though
author doesn’t
doesn't answer as much as he asks this question, but ent
the
earth
be removed, and the mountains slip into the heart
redemp
I admonishes the people of God to wait quietly for redemp"Be still
sea'' (Psalm 46). The Psalm goes on to say “Be
tion the Lord has given. The same applies for us, as we have of the sea”
B
y K
en M
o n tg o m e ry
MONTGOMERY
KEN
BY

F&R staff writer
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and know that I am God.”
God." The New American Standard
God.”
th;J,t. I am God."
"Cease striving, and know that
renders it “Cease
We can look for answers in many places, but only
Christ will give us comfort and hope. I close with a quote
“Father, our hearts are restless, until they
from Augustine: "Father,
You."
find their rest in You.”

Is theology
boring? Not to Kelly Kapic
theolog y l?oring?
B
y REBEKAH
R ebekah F
o rm a n
FORMAN
BY
F
& R staff writer
F&R

,

has begun once again, perper
Ii hapsAsyouschool
have noticed a particular young

j man on campus, who at first glance appears

! to be a new student.

However, on a closer
!\ look, one will see that the fresh-faced fellow
. is Dr. Kelly Kapic, the newest addition to
j · the Biblical studies department. The
iiagpipe has decided to kick off this semester
~ ll11gpipe
I! by getting to know him a little better.
Kapic received his Bachelor of Arts in
,
' philosophy and history from Wheaton
j;; College. Feeling that he would be better
equipped to train others for ministry if
if he

l
r.

Ii

ii1

II

“M y hopes are
had the same training as a pas
pascontributions. "My
to make a contribution to stustu
tor, he and his wife, Tabitha,
made the move to Orlando,
dents’
"helping
Orlando,.
lives," he says, “helping
dents' lives,”
them become better theolotheolo
FL. There he attended
Reformed
Theological
gians, and so, as a result,
become better sociologists, bet
Seminary, graduating with a
better teachers, better doctors, bet
Masters of Divinity. After
betAfrer
ter lawyers, better moms and
graduating, Dr. Kapic contin
contindads, better wives and hus
husued his education, receiving a
bands.”
bands."
PhD from Kings College,
For Kapic, theology is
University of London.
important
for everyone. He
Full of energy and ideas,
Dr. Kapic
believes that every person on
Kapic is looking forward to
earth thinks about God and
his calling at Covenant
because here, even more than at a secular formulates some idea of what or who He is,
university, he feels that he can make positive even if that entails denying His existence.
Page 12
fj
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We are all theologians. Therefore, according
to Kapic, "the
“the question isn’t
the'Are you a the
isn't Are
ologian?,’
one?'" This is
'Are you a good one?”’
it's Are
ologian?,' it’s
Kapic’s mission , in life: to equip and train
Kapic's
people for ministry through the study of
theology.
Although Kapic is passionate about dis
discovering the truths of God through the
study of theology, he is challenged by the
lack of energy in his field. To him, one of
the biggest problems in theology today is
that "we
“we (as a discipline) have made it bor
boring...Until
ing... Until we recognize how to do theology
in a postmodern world, how we contextual-

Please see ''Kapic"
“K apic” on Page 13
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PCA
P C A churches comfort stricken city

.----------------.
Much ministry will

B y TODD
T o d d WILLISON
W illis o n
BY

F&R
editor
F&Reditor

«

Due to the understandable concon
fusion of last week, many Covenant
students have perhaps not stopped to
think about how the New York/D.C.
tragedy has affected churches in our
college denomination, the PCA.
There are several PCA churches in or
near the New York metropolitan area,
most notably Redeemer Presbyterian
Church and its sister congregation,
The Village Church, which are both
located within New York City limits.
The Bagpipe was able to contact these
two churches as well as North Shore
Community Church of Long Island
in order to gain information about
the present status of these congregacongrega
tions.
Tim Pettit, a member of the paspas Hundreds of
o f people lined Fifth Avenue Sunday outside St. Patrick's
Patricks
toral staff at Redeemer Presbyterian Cathedral, where at least 2,000 gathered for a Mass for those who were
Church, feels that it is too soon to tell killed in the September 11 attack on the World Trade Center. New
just how much of an effect the York
York Times photo.
tragedy will have on his church body.
No deaths of Redeemer members
trust in God who may be hard to see; and be able to express
have been reported as yet, but the list of victims is still being love."
love.”
compiled. Due to the large number of members at Redeemer,
Clyde Godwin, pastor of the Village Church, expressed
con many of the same concerns as Pettit. The Village Church,
over 2,000, there is bound to be loss, if not in the actual congregation, at least of friends and family of members.
which was started up by members of Redeemer, is a much
most smaller congregation, approximately 250 members.
The
immediate
immediate
However, due to its location in downtown Manhattan, it was
response of the perhaps even more susceptible to being badly affected by the
church to the tragedy. Fortunately, no Village Church members were
tragedy, accordaccord harmed. There were some that came in to dose
close contact with
ing to Pettit, was the events, however, and will most likely need grief counselcounsel
to "urge
“urge all small ing. The church, like Redeemer, will need wisdom for how to
group leaders to distribute the deaconal funds as well. Godwin encouraged
apart Covenapt
gather in apartCovenant students to "email
“email notes of encouragement"
encouragement” as well
for as to remember that "the
ments
“the greatest gift we can give is prayer.”
prayer."
prayer”
prayer" and to On Sunday, Godwin planned to preach on Psalm 46, which
“prepare to make emphasizes "God's
"prepare
“God’s power over nature, over warfare, and over
phone calls and meet with people.”
peop!e." Pettit identified the three the nations."
nations.”
greatest challenges Redeemer will have to face in the coming
direcdy in New York City, the
Although not located directly
weeks as being the demand for grief counseling, especially for North Shore Community Church of Long Island also felt the
those who witnessed the attacks up dose;
close; the need for propprop effects of Tuesday's
Tuesday’s events. Loretta McLaughlin, the church
er distribution of deaconal funds to those who have lost jobs, secretary, was only a few blocks away from the World Trade
possessions, and .housing;
housing; and the new, intense demands that Center when the planes struck. As at the Village Church, no
stu members were harmed by the attack. The church's
will be placed on the pastoral staff. Pettit asked Covenant stuchurch’s immediate
dents to pray for these upcoming challenges as well as pray response was to call a prayer service and to offer thanksgiving
“respond with love and grace; to God for His sovereign control over events.
that the congregation would "respond

“Lady Scots"from
Scots”from Page 7
"Lady

“Volleyball”from Page 7
"Volleyball"from

propelled the Scots to victory, 2-0.
confer
On Sept. 8, the women played their first conference match of the year against Montreat. As with
UAH, early offensive pressure was the key to the game.
min
The ladies forced five corner kicks in the first four minutes of play. Elizabeth Wolff, voted the top player of
week three in the Appalachian Athletic Conference,
had two goals and an assist in a one sided match that
ended with the Lady Scots on top 6-1. Heather Rudy
and Karee Bradbury scored goals of their own, while
Jenee’ Bourgeois and Suzanne Jenkins each added their
Jenee'
second goals of the season to round out the scoring for
the Lady Scots. Again a senior co-captain, Cameron
Hastie this time, led the stingy defense of the Lady
Scots with aid of sophomore Colleen McGuirk to shut
down the middle of the field.
-

following weekend.
The returning players continue to have the responsibility of
keeping ,tthe
he focus of the young team and helping the new play
playleader
ers adjust. Junior Shea Clingerman has stepped up her leadership, while senior Kim Mills and sophomore April Mininger
continue to set an example on the court with their consistent
passing and setting.
“I think that they're
they’re going to do pretty well. They definitedefinite
"I
experience,” said team
ly have the talent; now they just need the experience,"
assistant David Klinger.
However, in addition to their lack of experience, the Lady
Scots also lack height. While it is not a big concern, the relative
over
shortness of the Lady Scots is a challenge that they must over-.
come if they are to have a successful _sseason.
eason. Stern plans to
address this challenge directly through recruiting, and hopes to
have a taller team in 2002.

.,
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"Much ministry will
coming”
be coming"

1
{'
!'

B
ill Shishko, pastor of
o f Franklin Square
Bill
Orthodox Presbyterian Church, located about 20
miles from the World Trade Center, ppenned
folen n ed the fo
l
low ing letter on September 12:
lowing
I was actually at LaGuardia Airport getting
ready for a flight to Atlanta for a Great
Commission Publications Executive Committee
meeting when the attacks occurred. I was able to
get a shuttle bus to a car rental place, and, on the
way over, watched as the South tower of the
th.e World
Trade Center collapsed in a banana shaped cloud
of gray smoke. It was the most shocking, horrible
thing I have ever witnessed.
None of our people currently worked regularregular
ly in the World Trade Center. None that I knew of
were there at the time on business. However, one
of our members was in the building across the
street (they were moved to the building’s
building's basement,
-then
then evacuated), and another one of our members
is a supervisor for United Airlines, working out of
the Boston hub. She knew every member of the
crews of the two hijacked United Airlines flights
that were crashed. Also, oseanne Ploegman (wife
of the pastor in the OPC Bohemia) had a cousin
who worked in the World Trade Center. Her
cousin is among the thousands missing.
Much, much ministry will be coming in the
days ahead. I will let people know more once
things become clearer here. Our main highways to
New York City were just opened a half an hour
ago. Tonight we are calling the entire congregacongrega
l'
l
tion together for prayer, and I will learn more then
i
of how people have been personally affected, and
l
also how families and neighborhoods have been
affected. It is like a war zone here, in so many
l
ways.
, I
I am so thankful for Psalm 46 and for Christ
·
as our "ever
“ever present help in time of trouble."
trouble.” God
will topple our towers, so that we might trust in
that
our high tower and deliverer, Ps. 144:2. Pray .that
we will make the unchanging Christ known to
others even as people around us now feel the
unsureness of the world aad
and its idols; and pray,
also, that we will be able to put before others the
city with foundations that cannot be
b.e moved, '
because its builder and maker is God...

i

i

.....__________ l
1.·.

l
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“K apic”from Page 12
"Kapic"from

:!

ize ou,
our tilth
faith without losing is
it, until w,
we do that, th,ol-!
theol
ire
It’s wrong to make theology ~
ogy is not interesting. It's
boring because theology is a reflection of who God :l
is.” This is one of the reasons that Kapic was so excitexcit
is."
ed about coming to Covenant: the biblical studies
department, he says, has a passion for God and a l
desire to pass that passion on to students.
j'
“you can get an A in theology .
Kapic believes that "you
hasn’t had any effect (on your !
class, but still fail if it hasn't
life).” Even though most people view Biblical Studies ;
life)."
posi •
as just another major, for Kapic it holds a unique position in the spectrum of scholastics. Theology is more
than just an academic discipline. It is the study of the l
God we praise and glorify with our lives. Therefore, 1
studying theology, without personally knowing the \
fiitile.
God and Savior it reveals, is futile.
l
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Mortality .crashes in on business as usual
By A
be O
k ie
OK.IE
ABE
BY

Special to the Bagpipe
September 11th, 2001 will undoubtedly be
when ... " moment
remembered as a "where
“where were you when...”
in history. Like the bombing of Pearl Harbor and
the Kennedy assassination, this kind of tragedy will
be so deeply etched into our memories that for the
rest of our lives, we will be able to recall without
hesitation where we were when we first heard the
news.
I happened to be on a bus in downtown
Chicago. I was on my way to a massive trade show
for members of the commercial printing industry.
It’s the largest show of its kind, and the sprawling
It's
McCormick Center had been packed the past five
days. All three floors of the complex were filled
with flashy displays and faux corporate furnishings
designed to make a good first impression. Exhibits
were adorned with marketing literature that was vague
and boastful at best, misleading and sexist at worst
(apparently men will buy anything endorsed by a semi-nude
woman). Men in starched shirts manned the booths, offeroffer
ing plastic smiles and perfunctory greetings when others
approached. At a booth near ours, an animated David
mic (like those favored
Letterman look-alike with a headset rnic
paced' a shiny
by your garden-variety motivational speaker) paced
benstage in front of a multimedia display, shouting out the ben
efits of their newest products. A couple rows over, a hired
band drew people into their booth by playing what sounded
like rock and blues classics. Closer listening revealed only
parodies of great songs, with new lyrics shamelessly plugging
the company’s
bloat
company's products instead. The show was like a bloated, noisy celebration of superficiality, sterility and greed.
It was also a place uniquely unprepared for the tragedy
that would befall us. The scene was surreal on Tuesday
morning when we arrived. Instead of the usual hurrying
about like ants, businessmen and women huddled in
stunned silence around news monitors. Nobody spoke.
Nobody moved. Many literally watched with mouths agape.

2 World Trade Center hours after the attack.
I felt it too, that reeling sensation of trying desperately to
readjust or shift gears, or somehow come to grips with what
had happened. As the day wore on, you could almost sense
a certain collective shame for having put so much time,
money, and energy into an elaborate display that suddenly
seemed so meaningless. It was so jarring for us at the show
surbecause we were deaf from the din of our immediate sur
roundings. We had been too busy to hear the beat of our
own hearts until mortality came crashing in and put things
in perspective again. After all, we had spent the last week
listentalking loudest about the things that matter least and listen
busiing least to the truths that matter most. It was simply busi
ness as usual.
isn’t this too often our daily existence as well? Even
But isn't
outside the corporate world we settle into our comfortable
arseruts without realizing it. We numb ourselves with an arse
nal of distractions that leave us fundamentally unable to
respond when life asks a question bigger than “how
"how you
. ,,,,
om ..
ddoin’?”.

enviWhile the trade show fostered an envi
ronment of insincerity and empty hype, it was
positively American. Much has been said in the
days following the attacks about the greatness and
supergrandeur of America. We may be the lone super
producpower, but we are also the world’s
world's greatest produc
er of hot air. Nobody can sell a mediocre movie
like the Hollywood publicity machine. Nobody
U .S. media, and we are
can spin a scandal like the U.S.
culso accustomed to it that we barely notice our cul
relacan't make our rela
tural emptiness. These skills can’t
can't increase our
tionships any stronger. They can’t
can't prepare
ability to deal with tragedy. And they can’t
us for our inevitable fate: that proverbial meeting
with our Maker.
crowd's
In Luke 13, Jesus addresses the crowd’s
speculation that people killed by a falling tower
(ironically enough) were being punished for their
" ...unless you repent,
wickedness. His response? “...unless
perish." They were so concerned with
you too will all perish.”
assigning blame that they were missing an important
opportunity to search their own souls. We should also heed
this warning to be ready; our lives may end tomorrow. Or
be ready; you never know when a plane might smash
through your office window. There was a time when this
statement would sound comically absurd, but now we know
better.
And so here our country finds itself again, reevaluating
what is important.
Doing a collective gut check.
It's a shame we need such harrowing
Rearranging priorities. It’s
events to awaken us from our slumber and that we keep setfolding
tling back into our familiar illusion of invincibility. But fol
God's reminder of the
lowers of Christ can be thankful for God’s
judgment from which he spares us. We can be thankful that
he allows us to glimpse death and emerge wiser and more
vigilantly hold on, as long as God gives
loving. And we can vigilandy
us strength, to the clarity and perspective such an experience
gives us.
Because it won’t
we're back to normal.
won't be long before we’re

The simile
could not be made real except through comparison to fiction.
Nothing but the outsize scale of the imaginary was big enough to
measure by.
I was preparing to meet my undergraduate writing class at the
Failed similes proliferated throughout the afternoon. Blocks like
University of Illinois when I heard the news. The day's
day’s topic was to the apocalypse. Wall Street executives wandering like the homeless.
have been figurative speech: metaphor and simile in fiction. On my Streets like Kinshasa. Rubble like Beirut or the West Bank.
way out the door, I saw the first headlines. Then the images and the
No simile will ever serve. In its size and devastation and sudden
suddenrepeating, unreal film. And every possible class lesson disappeared in ness, the destruction of Sept. 11 is, in fact, like nothing, unless it is
that plume.
like the terrors experienced in those parts of the world
los
With the rest of the world, I found myself losthat seemed so distant on Sept. 10.
ing ground against the real. The anchors, the
I met my class, although I could pretend to no
A
other V
iew
VIEW
A nNOTlll:R
reporters, the eyewitnesses, the experts: all fighting
teaching. It was not like a wake; it was one. We shared
against the onset of shock, all helpless to say what
the shortfall of our thoughts. "It’s
dream," my
"It's like a dream,”
had happened, all working to survive the inconceivable. And when
more
frightening
still,
"Like
waking
from a
And
said.
students
the first, stunted descriptions came, they came in a flood of simile.
dream.”
America
they
woke
to
on
Tuesday
morning
was,
like the
The
dream."
·
The shock of the attack was like Pearl Harbor. The gutted financial
changed
forever.
The
always-thereness
of here
York,
New
of
skyline
district was like Nagasaki. Lower Manhattan was like a city after an
was
gone.
earthquake. The gray people streaming northward up the island cov
covThe final lesson of my writing class came too soon. There are no
ered in an inch of ash were like the buried at Pompeii.
And in this outpouring of anemic simile, again and again with words. But there are only words. To say what the inconceivable resem
resemstartlingly little variation, people resorted to the most chilling refrain: bles is all that we have by way of learning how it might be outlived.
Day.” Like "The Towering No comparison can say what happened to us. But we can start with
like a movie. Like "Independence Day."
Inferno.”
Siege.” Like bad science fiction. Like a Tom the ruins of our similes, and let "like”
Inferno." Like "The Siege."
larg"like" move us toward something larg
Clancy novel. (Clancy, talking to CNN, seemed to find the plot more
"is."
er, some understanding of what "is.”
unbelievable than any plot of his own.) The magnitude of this day
B y RICHARD
R ic h a rd P
o w e rs
POWERS
BY

The New York Times

Page 14

“Jennings”from
from Page 9
'Jennings"
is that the people that are doing
things such as this would really come
to know Christ. The hatred, the bit
bitterness, the anger that is in their
hearts that would cause them to do
something this tragic is because they
have never experienced the love of
Jesus Christ. And my prayer is, even
though they’ve
they've done something that
is very tragic and there are conse
consequences to sin, that God would realreal
ly have mercy and convict their
hearts, and send someone their way
to witness, whether they receive it or
not. Maybe their lives could be
changed and they could confess and
repent of their sins and trust Christ
before it’s
y prayer goes
My
it's too late. M
out even to those who are responsi
responsible for this, that somehow God
would get their attention.
—
Heiskell
- Interview by Robert Heiskell,
Features sta
ff writer
writer
staff
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America is reeling from last Tuesday's
Tuesday’s attacks. Her citizens in the world! And we prepare to smash the insolent perpetraperpetra
rage, mourn, worry, and furrow their brows in confusion. They tors, whoever they turn out to be. But maybe our response
cast around for answers or at least a suitable response, but not should be something more like, How dare you slaughter thou
thouwith much success. Although concrete advice on military strat
strat- sands of people! There is something of Assyria's
Assyria’s boasting - “by
"by
egy is a little beyond the purview of this editorial staff, we do the strength of my hand I have done it”
10:13)
it" (Is. 10:
13) - in the way
hope to encourage a right response by way of a certain attitude we sometimes speak of ourselves. We are a great, very powerful
toward the terrible events of September 11. A few gentle sugsug nation, but we are also error-prone and vulnerable, and
gestions:
Tuesday's
Tuesday’s attack should remind us of this.
Sorrow. There is "a
“a time to weep,"
weep,” King
Justice is still to be sought, but not out of selfself
8ACiPIPE
B
a g pipe
Solomon declared in Ecclesiastes (3:4). This is
exaltation. It betrays a subtle arrogance to
one of those times. Even those of us very
dis
vrry disassume that we shouldn't
shouldn’t have to deal with
EDITOR!
E
d i t o r i a\L
l
tant from the events should grieve for the
some of the violence and insecurity that perper
heartache of surviving friends and family and
vades our world.
the suffering of the injured. But our sorrow should extend even
been proclaimed again and again that
Responsibility. It has been
further. The very fact that this happened - that people get angry the U. S. is the world’s
world's only remaining superpower. Even if this
and blind enough to kill thousands of their fellows, that hearts claim is virtually indisputable, we'd
we’d best recognize that there are
harbor so much hideous darkness, that humans are so wretched
wretched- certain obligations that accompany this kind of status. We cancan
ly rebellious - should be enough to elicit our tears. When Jesus not afford to rest on our laurels and let the world go its way.
rode toward Jerusalem triumphantly, with the hosannas of his Which •is
-is not to suggest, of course, an American-made global
people ringing in his ears, his response when
wheh he saw the city was salvation. But it has been easy for us to grow complacent and
surprising: he wept. "If
“If you had known ,”
“the inactive over the years, especially given the damned-if-you-do," he cried out, "the
peace!" (Lk 19:41-2). The terrorist damned-if-you-don’t
things that make for your peace!”
damned-if-you-don't nature of international affairs. To a nation
attacks are fearsome and evil, but also very saddening.
trying to wash our hands of global obligations, Tuesday’s
Tuesday's attacks
This is also an appropriate time to stop and notice that the seem to confirm that we cannot continue to live as if we were a
we've encountered in the last week is world unto ourselves. We have to address what might have
kind of fear and s4ffering
suffering we’ve
in sonu;
some _:vy:ays
ways not
particularly ~ique
unique.. .Most of
f!gt.particplarly
qf us have .a vague engendered the horrifying violence of the last week, and not just
idea of the slaughter of civilians in the Balkans, the Sudan, the by tossing around some missiles and holing up again, but by
Middle East.
East, And violent hate is a daily reality even in being in the world intentionally and consistently. We do belong
American cities. Woe to us if we allow peace and prosperity to here.
insulate us to the sin and anguish of a fallen world.
But before we as a nation address any of these specific prob
probHumility. We will hear it in the words of our congressmen lems, we should allow this tragedy to fill our eyes, and weep.
and neighbors: How dare you attack the most powerful country Sometimes we see more clearly through our tears.
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"In everything set them an example by doing
“In
what is good. In your teaching show integrity,
seriousness and soundness of speech that cannot
be condemned, so that those who oppose you ,
may be ashame~
ashamed because they have nothing bad
to say about us.
us.”
- Titus 2:7-8
The Bagpipe is the official student newspaper of
Covenant College. It has been written, edited .
and funded completely by students since 1960,
and is designed as an ongoing, practical learning
experience for its staff.
It is the staff's
staff’s goal that the Bagpipe be well writwrit
ten and fair, thoughtful and imaginative - an
excellent source of information. We hope that
such journalism will spur students to Christ-like
thought and action. Finally, we hope this paper
will be a "window
“window to the world”,
world", allowing
Covenant students, faculty and administration to
take a closer look at creation - and at our own
backyard.
The Bagpipe welcomes all sorts of assistance in
our efforts through articles, guest columns or letlet
ters to the editors. Letters to the editors must be
signed. Letters and articles sho_uld
should be submitted
to Box 287 or mesh@covenant.edu one week
prior to each publication date. The editors
reserve the right to edit all submissions for clari
claristyle and space.
ty, sryle
The Bagpipe

dc/oo Covenant College
14049 Scenic Highway
Lookout Mountain, Georgia 30750
(706) 820-1560 ext. 1602
Fax: (706) 820-2165
mesh@covenant.edu
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forr answers only brings
The search fo
more questions
B
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Commentary editor

“There are those who rebel against the light;
"There
They do no know its ways nor abide in its paths.
The murderer rises with the light;
He kills the ppoor
oor and needy;
And in the night he is like aa thief
thief.
For the m
orning is the same to them as the shadow of
of
morning
death;
I f someone recognizes them,
If
They are in the terrors ooff the shadow ooff death. "”
-J
o b 24:13,
24: 13, 14, 17
--Job
W
hy is it so often that case that only during times of
Why
congreat tragedy do we turn to the Lord for comfort and con
tursolation? Are our lives not fraught with enough trouble, tur
moil, and sin to keep us constantly on our knees? Do we not
Old Man
spend every day wrestling and grappling with the Old
who seeks to keep us from trusting fully in the Lord for our
Satan's
every provision? Isn’t
Isn't the very struggle itself one of Satan’s
most useful tools of distraction by keeping our attention
averted from the greater truth that the battle has already
been won? Hasn’t
Christ’s blood secured for us redemption
Hasn't Christ's
and peace?
For most of us believe and trust in a God who is
Sovereign, a God who is in control of all things that come to
terripass. But why would a good God allow something so terri
ble as last Tuesday to come to pass? How can we expect to
"what'er my God
sing, with an honest and faithful heart, “what’er
ordains is right,”
right," when something so drastically evil has
occurred? Wouldn’t
Wouldn't His goodness and mercy mean that He
would restrain the hand of the wicked? Yes, He will show
compassion on whom He will show compassion, but why
not here? Or is even asking these questions grasping after the
mind of God, and an act of rebellion? The response has been
made, “God’s
ways," but this seems
"God's ways are higher than our ways,”
a coined response that fails to answer some
som~ of the deepest
questions faith produces; all of which boil down to an innate
“why?”
"why?"
evil,” or
"God uses evil to punish evil,"
Answers such as “God
“mans’ sinfulness has caused this to happen,”
“God let
happen," and "God
"mans'
this happen so He could show His
ais grace, mercy, and love to
“God has done this; blessed be the
nations," even "God
all the nations,”
picLord,”
don't fully capture the whole pic
Lord," though each true, don’t
ture. Yes, God uses evil to punish evil, but how do we know
He was doing that in this particular instance? Every time
someone sins, is that an instance of God using evil to pun
punhy couldn’t
couldn't God show His grace, mercy, and love
Why
ish evil? W
in a way that doesn’t
doesn't involve thousands of people suffering
and dying? Should we take the stance of the Christian stoic,
morbidly and pietistically praising God every time sin
occurs? Is this necessarily the attitude we are called to have
towards sin, or do we abhor and loath sin, recognizing its
severity and consequences? How do we, as Christians,
Americans, or as Christian-Americans, react in a manner tes
testifying to Christ’s
Christ's redeeming work in our lives?
trustDo we respond with a healthy dose of patriotism, trust
ing that God will use America as His tool of justice against
those who committed this great evil? Or do we ignore the

world, knowing that
“the
"the grass withers
and the flower fades,
but the Word of our
God shall stand forfor
ever?” Is all vanity?
ever?"
Or when Scripture
"honor the
tells us to “honor
king,”
underking," do we under
that
this
stand
means we must be
willing to give our
lives in the service of
our nation, even if it
has an evil govern
government? Do we -act
act by
joining our nation in
enacting
punish
punishment against the
perpetrators of evil?
Does the Christian
imperative to be the
best citizens mean
that we should race
m the
to enlist in
Armed
Services
before they even
start the
the, draft? Do
we giye
give blood? Do
we start freedom gar
gardens? Do we put
aside our lives, our
liberties, and our
personal pursuits of
happiness so we might ensure those blessings for our posterposter
“in God we trust, united we
ity? Does our ethos become "in
stand?”
stand?"
But how can we trust in a nation, in a country whose
leaders, for the most part, do not seek the God’s
God's face for
guidance, for wisdom, or for strength? How can we trust in
a nation that is so dearly
clearly warped and tainted with man’s
man's sin?
W hy should we think that the United States would ever be
Why
able to protect us from other acts of terror and evil? There
will always be those who rebel against the light, who do not
know its ways nor abide in its paths. They are like thieves,
coming unaware. The government certainly wasn't
wasn’t aware of
evil coming last Tuesday, why should we think it would be
in the future? If God is going to ordain or cause (you take
your pick of languago)
language) something as terrible as last week’s
week's
events to happen, what reason do we have to believe the
same won’t
“God is faithful
won't happen to us? Many will say, "God
when we are not,"
not,” but that statement is an abstraction that
only makes sense in light of a given concrete situation.
So you and I, and many others also, will claim that our
assurance is found in Christ and His victory over death. Our
redemption was assured in God’s
God's judgment of Christ for our
resurrecsins! Our faith is rooted in this
tl1is and the promise of resurrec
death’s sting, where, grave, thy victory? We
tion. Where is death's
"In life, in death oh Lord,
need not worry about the world. “In
abide with me?”
me?"
aLide

Yet none of this tells us how to feel or how to act. Do
we cry out in happiness or in sorrow, joy or anger? I'd
I’d like to
think that the answer to all these questions isn’t
isn't at its root
I'd like to think that there is
simply a Christian fatalism. I’d
some greater narrative to these events that we’d
we'd be able to
grasp if only we prayed, fasted, and read the Word enough.
But though we labor to find it, though a wise man attempts
to know it, though we apply our hearts with the greatest
diligence, where is the elucidation we desperately desire at
the deepest of levels? Truly He is a God who hides Himsel£
Himself.

“All things com
all·
comee alike to all:
"All
an d to the wicked;
One event happens to the righteous and
To the good, the clean, aand
n d the unclean;
To him who sacrifices aand
n d him who does not sacrifice.
As is the good, so is the sinner. "”
“Let us hear the conclusion ooff the whole matter:
"Let
Fear God and keep His commandments,
For this is mans
all
man's all.
For God w
ill bring every work into judgem
ent, ·
judgement,
will
Including every secret thing,
d or evil. "”
good
Whether goo
—
Ecclesiates 9:2, 12:
12:13-14
13-14
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